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Indiana’s Kinsey 
Opens Juried Show

Springfield Kicks Off 
Pride Season 19th May!

BLOOMINGTON, Ind.—Anywhere in the world, when one hears the name Kinsey they 
think of the Kinsey Institute for Research in Sex, Gender and Reproduction, but what 
many do not know is the Kinsey is local — based here in Bloomington, making it the 
sexual research capital of the world.

Each year the institute seeks to fulfill its mission to advance sexual health and knowl-
edge worldwide by reaching out to artists around the world to offer them a place to 
show artwork that may not be welcome at other galleries and museums due to its 
erotic content.  

SPRINGFIELD, ILL.—The 2012 pride season kicks off early as The Phoenix Centre 
proudly presents the 2nd annual Springfield PrideFest Saturday 19th May in the beau-
tiful Capital City of Illinois. 

Jonna J Cooley, Executive Director of the Phoenix Centre told The Word that organisers 
are hoping for an even bigger crowd than attended 2011’s inaugural event. “Last year 
the PrideFest committee didn’t know what to expect so we picked Harvey Milk Day, 
which fell on a Sunday and held the festival from Noon to 6 p.m. – hoping for 1,000. 
Estimates had the crowd at ribbon cutting around 2,500 with likely 3,000 visiting 
throughout the day, which included an hour-long downpour.”

Please Continue On Page 37

It’s Marching 
Season In Ohio!
It’s a time to show what we stand for in Ohio 
as three events took place recently. Above, 
about 300 attended the UC leg of an anti vio-
lence march at University of Cincinnati, while 
a sister action was held at the same time at 
Miami University. At right, a candleight march, 
vigil and protest was held in support of gay 
marriage at Fairfield. More photos of both are 
inside on Page 48.

Word Photos: Michael Chanak / Gay & Lesbian Centre of Cincinnati
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Continued From The Front Page
Since 2006 The Kinsey Institute has given these 
artists the opportunity to participate in a juried art 
competition. 

Artists from around the world may submit up to 
three pieces for consideration by the jury. They are 
invited to explore themes related to sex, gender, 
eroticism, reproduction, sexuality, romantic rela-
tionships, the politics of sex and gender and the 
human figure.  

This year’s judges selected more than 100 artworks 
for the exhibition after viewing 713 pieces submit-
ted by professional, amateur and student artists 
from around the United States, as well as Canada, 
the United Kingdom, Germany and South Africa.  

A spokesman for the institute told The Word, “The 
Juried Art Show has grown in size and popular-
ity each year, prompting the move in 2009 from 
Morrison Hall, the Institute’s home on the Indiana 
University campus, to the Grunwald Gallery of Art 
in the Fine Arts Building at IU. This year’s show 
features video and performance art, as well as a 
wide range of more traditional media — paintings, 
prints, photographs, ceramics, metalwork, sculp-
ture, and fibre art. These artworks may entertain, 
educate, perplex, or even irritate viewers, but hope-
fully they will also stimulate thought and discus-
sion about the link between creative expression 
and sexuality.”

The Kinsey Institute Juried Art Show opens on 
Friday 18th May with a reception at the Grunwald 
Gallery from 6 to 8 p.m.  

The exhibits will be on view Tuesdays through Sat-
urdays from noon to 4 p.m. through Saturday the 
21st of July, so anyone interested has plenty of time 
to drop by and take in the show. 

In addition, on Saturday 19th May, the Kinsey 
Institute will offer an open house from 11 a.m. to 2 
p.m. to give out-of-town visitors the opportunity to 
see the current show in the institute’s art gallery.  

Titled “Man as Object: Reversing the Gaze”, the 
show features work by women artists depicting the 
male body using a wide variety of media.  

In addition on the evening of 19th May the Bloom-
ington Burlesque Brigade is holding a Venetian 
Burlesque Ball at Jake’s Nightclub in downtown 
Bloomington (Doors open at 9 p.m. and guests are 
encouraged to come in costume.).

To learn more about The Kinsey Institute and its 
resources as well as these and other events, go to: 
www.kinseyinstitute.org. 

The art gallery is open 1.30 to 5 p.m. weekdays.  
Admission is free, and guided tours are available 
by appointment.  

The Kinsey Institute is located in Morrison Hall 
on the IU campus in Bloomington. The Grunwald 
Gallery is in the Henry Radford Hope School of 
Fine Arts, Indiana University, 1201 E. 7th St. in 
Bloomington.

Indiana’s Kinsey Institute Opens 
Annual Juried Art Show In May
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Event  

Organized By 

MAY 19, 2012  NOON— 9 p.m. 
Downtown Springfield  Capitol between 4th & 6th 

F R E E 
Food & Beverages Vendors & Exhibitors  Kids Area  

 

ENTERTAINMENT By: SUZANNE WESTENHOEFER 
Hurricane Ruth  Summer Osborne  Ben Bedford  Carla Sloan  

 Josie Lowder Band  Brett Basil  AntiGravity  

 Capital City Men’s Chorus 

 

DRAG PERFORMANCES By: Deanna Knight, Ms Stacy Ames, Jericha Knight, Veer Pratrap 
Singh, Latonya Manroe Michaels Larough, Sara Belle Knight 

 

Suzanne  Westenhoefer 

May 18 @ 8pm 

The Legacy Theatre 

Show & VIP Meet & Greet $50 

General Admision $25  

AND  

On the PrideFest Stage 

 at 6pm 

 

Major  

Sponsors 

springfieldpride.org 
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Your Vote 
Counts

By Rick Sutton / Political Columnist
Please Continue On Page 38

The Word is published the last week of every month at 110 E. Washington St., Suite 
1402, Indianapolis, 46204. While every effort is made to ensure accuracy and fairness, 
the publisher assumes no responsibility for errors. Liability is limited to the cost of  
said ad. Ads not cancelled by published deadlines will be billed at agreed-upon price. 
Ads may be edited or rejected for content at the discretion of the publisher. All items 
appearing in The Word, as well as the name, logos and design are copyright 2012 by 
BBS, A division of High Speed Delivery Fork Ltd. & Ted Fleischaker and may not be 
reproduced in any form without prior written approval. 

Phones: Indy: 317/725.8840 * Louisville: 502/454.4877  

e-mail: ted@midwestword.com                               

Early June / Pride Guide 
Deadline

™

Friday 11th May
Papers On Street:  
Tuesday 22nd May
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Serving OUR Community  
With Legal Services  
For YOUR Unique Needs 
 

 www.bjbairdlaw.com 
bjbaird@bjbairdlaw.com 

 

317.637.2345 

445 NORTH PENNSYLVANIA STREET,  SUITE 401   INDIANAPOLIS, IN  46204 

A HUNDRED MILLION HERE OR THERE

The first week in April usually brings Spring flowers, anticipation of two major reli-
gious holidays and post-mortem on the (usually) just-completed Indiana legislature. 
All in good time. First, we’ve got extra moolah as Indiana’s Department of Revenue 
strangely “discovered”  almost $210 million in surplus funds early in April. The depart-
ment’s commissioner offered his resignation because evidently the second huge “dis-
covery” of funds in a few months was one too many for Gov. Mitch Daniels.

This would be the same governor and revenue commissioner who saw nothing wrong 
with a sudden discovery of over $200 million just a few months earlier. Add it up: over 
half a billion in just a few months. Found money. As in: surplus.

And we can look at that half-billion in a number of ways:

—Maybe it didn’t need to be collected in the first place.

—It’s badly needed for some state entities to shore-up huge budget shortfalls. 

—It would fund full-day kindergarten — that brainchild of the late, great Gov. Frank 
O’Bannon shamelessly purloined into the “agenda” of Daniels last fall…for almost a 
decade.

—It would fund the horribly-lacking Department of Children and Family Services for 
a long, long time…enough caseworkers to make a huge dent in the state’s miserable 
child-abuse statistics.

While we debate the use of the funds the bigger issue is why in the hell isn’t someone 
righteously indignant about the discovery? Turns out, someone is. Democratic guber-
natorial candidate John Gregg of Sandborn, former House Speaker, used his unique 
wit to ask the governor: “Need an Accounting for Dummies Handbook?” Ditto the 
offices of Senate Democratic Leader Vi Simpson of Bloomington and House Minority 
Leader Pat Bauer of South Bend.   
Strangely silent? The offices of Senate President Pro Tempore David Long (Ft. Wayne) 
and House Speaker Brian Bosma (Indianapolis), neither of whom were shy about 
budgetary difficulties during the recently-ended legislative session.

Until the folks in charge — that’s the governor and his cronies — are righteously 
indignant about this half-billion-dollar “find” we should all be leery because their 
selective budgetary indignation lacks integrity if it isn’t consistent. Government has its 
choices to make every day — and this crowd has made some famous ones. They’ve got 
to accept the criticism that comes with half-billion-dollar surprises, even when they’re 
good.

In the private sector, this kind of accounting would crash and burn. Quickly. And they 
do so love the private sector for comparison, don’t they?

LUGAR v. MOURDOCK

Typically, a kerfuffle in the Republican ranks would be fun to watch. This one is not. 
Six-term U.S. Sen. Richard G. Lugar is locked in a tough re-election fight, but not with 
a Democrat. Right-wing champion Richard Mourdock, Indiana’s state treasurer, is 
Lugar’s 2012 nemesis. And it’s a damned shame.

Lugar has built a solid international reputation. When Republicans controlled the Sen-
ate most recently, he was chairman of the influential Foreign Affairs Committee. But 
that kind of gravitas isn’t enough for right-wing Indiana Republicans. Mourdock has 
raided the political ranks, gaining most of Indiana’s 92 county Republican chairper-
sons as endorsers.  

But not Marion County and that’s where Lugar could hold off a stiff challenge. As the 
mayor of Indianapolis, Lugar cut his political teeth making tough decisions. Lugar’s 
career is a study in contradiction.

As one of America’s most-influential foreign policy experts he could (and still does) get 
his phone calls returned. Whether he’s calling another senator or any foreign diplomat 
or head of state.  

Good, right? Wrong. Mourdock’s camp intimates that Lugar has lost touch with 
Indiana. And while he chaired the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, he report-
edly groused about President George W. Bush’s middle-east wars. Yet Lugar remained 
silent.

He’s a fiscal conservative, yet he favours strong farm subsidies, including the Ethanol 
gift that keeps on giving. And then there’s the residency thing. Ahhhhh, the address.
Lugar has claimed his initial Indy home as his voting address since 1974. When he 
was elected to the Senate in 1978, he sold the home to its current occupant, never to 
return. When a longtime local Republican ratted him out, the Marion County Election 
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1101016 State Farm, Home Office, Bloomington, IL

It’s how I treat all my customers. 
And you can be sure I’ll always do 
my best to meet your needs. 
Like a good neighbor,  
State Farm is there.®

CALL ME TODAY.

Honesty. 
Respect. 
Professionalism. 
Courtesy.

Ross S Whitfield, Agent
440 Massachusetts Avenue

Indianapolis, IN 46204
Bus: 317-635-1111

www.thewhitfieldagency.com

CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES 

Start your financial future with a solid strategy. 

May your futures be full of good health, happiness, 
success and prosperity.

www.edwardjones.com Member SIPC

“The future belongs to those who believe in
the beauty of their dreams.” Eleanor Roosevelt

Michael E Wright,
CFP®
Financial Advisor
.

6925 E 96th Street
Suite 265
Indianapolis, IN 46250
317-841-9563

Ft. Wayne AIDS 
Walk 5th May

FORT WAYNE—Everyone’s invited Saturday 5th May 
for Vive Le Rouge - the 16th Northeast Indiana AIDS 
walk. To register, join (or form) a team or donate visit 
www.ViveLeRouge.org today. You can make a differ-
ence.

Registration will be held from 5 to 6 p.m. with the 
walk step-off at 6. Entertainment will include Scarlet 
Fever & Company at 6.45 p.m. and Good Night Gracie 
at 7.30. The event will also include Quilt panels from 
The Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt, a Health & 
Education Fair and there will be food & beverage for 
purchase from 816 Pint & Slice. All events are free to 
registered walkers and only $5 entry for others after 6 
p.m.

Also, the event will give walkers a chance to meet Lisa 
Terry, the new Executive Director of the AIDS Task 
Force, sponsor of the walk. A Logansport native with 
over 30 years in the not-for-profit sector she has writ-
ten and directed several plays that helped to educate 
audiences of all ages regarding HIV/AIDS. She noted 
that she is excited to participate in her first walk and 
looks forward to making new friends in Fort Wayne. 
Please join her and make a difference!!!!
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Complete details available. Subject to IGC approval. Must be 21 years of age or older to enter casino. Management reserves all rights. Gambling problem? Call 1-800-9-WITH-IT.

• three stages
• f ive featured acts
• dozens of performers
• the ultimate country
    music experience

tickets on sale now 
starting at $45

outdoor country  
extravaganza

gary 
allan

rodney atkins
josh thompson
sunny sweeney

eric paslay

sunday, june 3  
3 pm  - 11 pm

Win $5,000 and an Opening 
Gig for a Mega Country Star 

at Hoosier Park!

Visit hoosierpark.com for times and complete details! Registration and  
qualifications begin at 6 pm every Thursday. Competition starts at 8:30 pm. $50 entry 

fee will apply to all qualifying participants.

ticketmaster.com 
(800) 745-3000

Hoosier Park Box Office
Club Members get 20% Off

Indiana’s Best Paying Slots - Just North of Indy Off I-69 at Exit 26 in Anderson

4500 Dan Patch Circle • Anderson, IN
(800) 526-7223 • hoosierpark.com

20 N. Pennsylvania Street Downtown Indy • HPWinnersCircle.com
Hoosier Park’s Winner’s Circle Pub, Grille & OTB • Entertainment Never Tasted So Good!

Proudly  
Presented by

Live Auditions  April 26 - May 10
Every Thursday, in the Terrace

Registration begins at 6 pm* 
Qualifiers compete at 8:30 pm

Semi-Finals  Saturday, May 19

Winner-Take-All  Sunday, June 3
Live at the Country Throwdown 

Proudly presented by
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DAILY FEATURES
• Mega HDTV Wall
• One-of-a-kind bar featuring Indiana’s best  
   microbrews and delicious signature cocktails
• Taste-Tempting Lunch and Dinner Menu

Hoosier Park’s Winner’s Circle...

Plus, Indy’s Only Off Track Betting Lounge!

A New Dimension in Dining & Entertainment!
This new and exciting destination features an American 
cuisine-inspired grille, a 21st Century pub featuring a one-
of-a-kind LED bar top and a Las Vegas-style race wagering 
lounge - all just steps from Monument Circle. The Winner’s 
Circle encompasses a bold and unique atmosphere, classic 
and innovative flavors, non-stop excitement and unbeatable 
customer service!

Join us for the Grand
Kentucky Derby Celebration!

• Saturday, May 5 •
Hurry, make your reservations today  

by calling (317) 656-7223.

(317) 656-7223 • HPWinnersCircle.com
Located one block from Monument Circle at 20 N. Pennsylvania between Washington and Market Streets.
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April 13-15

Memorial
Weekend

May 25-28
DJ Mark Vallese / Men of Manwatch
Cabaret: Niah Whitley

Opening Day pool DJ Mark Vallese
Cabaret: Kelly & rick

DJ randy Bettis PM
 
 
 
 

Tea Dance DJ Mark Vallese 4-7p 
(Men of Manwatch-Tea)

                 John lepage 
Cabaret: Amy & Freddy

Tea Dance DJ Mark Vallese 4-9p

Fr
i 

SA
T 

SU
N

 
M

ON
 

2 FrEE passes to the 2012 riptide at 
Disney lagoon Event on June 1st
2 FrEE Weekend passes to the pool 
parties at the GayDays Host Hotel

Giveaway!

DJ /
producer

Midwest’s Largest gay 
resort CoMpLex

Updated pooL & deCK

HUge CoVered party deCK MaNy rooM optioNs

269.857.1401
www.dunesresort.com

SAUGATUCK  |  MICHIGAN

Visit our web site for our DJ and Event schedule.

gay frieNdLy
saUgUtUCK, MiCHigaN 
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Phone 317.916.1052      www.jeverhart.com     Fax 317.916.1053

P1 5-12

1620 N Alabama
Absolutely fabulous-need we say more? Top-
notch renovation of a newer hm.  New hrdwd flrs, 
kit, mstr ba & blt-ins. 1st flr sunroom  XL mstr ste 
w/2 closets & marble ba. 3br/2.5ba/3-Car Garage 
$350,000.

Phone 317-916-1052            www.jeverhart.com         Buyer Partner - Kate Fry

4546 W 71st St
Landmark home with architect guided renovation 
has yielded spaces & finishes often sought & 
rarely found. Finely restored exterior with cedar 
roof!  3 lots combine to make a large well-
landscaped refuge.  $150,000.

501 Lockerbie
Owners have lavished many updates on the home 
including BA's & Kit. Light & cubic space in home 
are amazing. Income producing carriage hse & 
quaint walled crtyrd w/views of cobblestoned 
Lockerbie St. $800,000.

1531 Broadway
Massive Reduction!  Belle epoque Old Northside 
estate w/expansive grounds w/rental. Orig. 
working gas lights, wdwrk, blt-in shutters. No-
stone-left-unturned renovation: kit w/furniture 
grade cabintry/granite & lux BAs. $575,000.

2123 N Pennsylvania St
Beautiful Herron-Morton Queen Anne w/updated 
everything! Current owner has lavished much 
love on this home. Large master suite includes a 
well conceived BA & large walk-in closet. Newer 
kitchen will satisfy all.  $250,000.

219 E 10th St
Completely renovated home on a large private lot 
inside of the interstate! This home is beautifully 
detailed inside and out. Foyer w/period staircase 
leads to dramatic double parlors with tall ceilings. 
Large bright cook's kitchen & a to-die-for master bath. 
$450,000.

532 E Walnut St
Located at the crossroads of the cultural trail & Mass Ave is one 
of the best examples of the new urbanism currently available. 
Exquisite combination of modern & classic design, this newer-
built custom home commands notice w/ its stunning architecture. 
BR's  have en-suite baths. Massive skydeck with unequaled 

views of the skyline. Best feature: Price! $725,000.

1429 W 75th Place
This 4br home is situated on a large lot w/specimen oak, sycamore 
& magnolia trees in a sleepy neighborhood  convenient to 
everything!  Much updating has gone into this 1-level home to 
create a stylish comfortable environment. Circular flrpln offers 
flexible space w/its open living areas just off kitchen that pour into 

a nice patio overlooking the fenced rear yard. $137,500. 

557 Lord St
Obsessive attention to detail has created one of the 
most impressive homes that the Dwntwn market has 
produced to date. The sense of proportion & balance 
are excellent. Main living area consists of a 2-story 
GR w/blt-ins & exquisite finishes just off  the well-
fitted kitchen & window-walled dining area. Finished 
studio above garage. $625,000.

957 English Ave
If your weren't looking closely you might miss this totally 
renovated (to the studs) home that is located on one of the 
sleepiest streets in dwntwn Indy-. Renovation left a 
convenient flrpln(including dual mstrs) w/tall ceilings. Work 
from home?The studio over the garage might just be the 
perfect fit. Just minutes from some of Indy's best 

independent restaurants. $150,000.

Comfort, location & sensible pricing! This residence 
provides expansive rooms w/large windows, high ceilings & 
recent quality upgrades that include 1st flr hardwoods & a 
new kitchen w/ granite counters! Unit is within a block to 
shops/ restaurants and within walking distance to Mass 

Ave! Convenient 2-car garage $207,500.

904 N Alabama St

Only Dwntwn Indy agent in the IBJ top 20 in 2011 & the only Dwntwn Indy agent in the IBJ  top 25 for over 10 years.

4243 Rookwood Ave
Forget fixer-uppers when you can buy this charming & 
desirable Butler-Tarkington bungalow that has just gone 
through a total makeover.  Gorgeous built-ins, refinished 
HW's, nat WW, & stylish updates will captivate you. New 
HVAC, 2-car garage, master ste, kitchen & baths should 
rate high on everyone's list. Convenient location within 

walking distance to Butler. $195,000.

th1219 E 10  St
Cozy cottage w/ picket fence just a few steps to the Monon 
& Mass Ave.  Exterior of this picturesque home was just 
painted a sunny yellow!  HW floors have been refinished in 
the lrge LR anchored by a brick freplce at the head of the 
room.  The step saver kitchen has tile floors & is connected 
to a dining area that overlooks a rear deck & privacy fenced 

rear courtyrd. $65,000.

643 Fort Wayne Ave
Sell the car!  Very few condos are so conveniently located 
that you can walk to just about everything downtown!  
Within a couple blocks: Library, Mass Ave, Murat, 
restaurants and Marsh.  Exposed brick and decorative 
fireplace set this charming condo apart from the rest. 

Located in the historic Wilson building.  $100,000.

650 E 10th St
 Incredible historic Chatham-Arch contemporary townhome.  
Open living space surrounded by windows in two story light 
filled living/dining/kitchen area.  Second floor loft space & 2 
mster suites w/full baths.  Private patio, fenced yard & 2-car 
attached garage. Location, price & lifestyle perfectly 
blended to satisfy the most discriminating urban dweller.  
$225,000.

430 N Park Ave #601
Magnificent penthouse at the Lockerbie Glove has been 
painstakingly restored & updated to blend modern 
conveniences w/ sizzling urban style. Top-drawer finishes 
such as marble,granite, designer tiles & hardwoods  mix 
w/original beams to great dramatic effect. Master suite 
offers multiple closets & a fine marble BA. 530 sq ft rooftop 
decks with dramatic 360 degree views & wet bar. 
$700,000.

1905 N Talbott
Wow!   Entertaining will be a snap with this home's open 
concept first floor that is full of light and top-of-line finishes-
and its relationship to the rear covered porch and patio (the 
garage even has a "party door").  Super L/L family area will 
become your favorite place to nest. A vaulted ceilinged 
master includes much closet space and a well conceived 

bath.  $350,000.

1526 N Carrollton
This quality renovation is a 3 bedroom/3.5 bath townhome 
that mixes the warmth of traditional style with the loft-like 
feel of downtown. Enjoy the open living-dining-kitchen that 
is perfect for entertaining & today's lifestyle. Retreat to the 
very separate  master bedroom w/it's excellent bath, walk-in 
closet & private deck overlooking Downtown!  Bedrooms 
are ensuite w/baths. Lrge fenced rear yard & two-car 

garage. $275,000.

221 E 70th St
A recent large scale renovation by DesignSmith has left 
this mid-century modern upper Arden home at the top of 
its game.  An incredible amount of original high end/high 
design features remain: walnut built-ins, circular fireplace, 
period tile, wood floors & more. Home has nearly 3/4 of an 
acre of gently sloping & wooded nature.  Rare find for the 

devotee of fine contemporary homes. $650,000.

8830 Pickwick Dr
Originally built for Eugene Pulliam, this classic home is 
nestled at the end of exclusive Pickwick Dr on almost an 
acre set among mature trees-a natural paradise. Designed 
for ease of entertaining, this home is perfect for today's 
lifestyle. A paneled library, formal DR, LARGE LR, spacious 
updated kitchen, sunroom & impressive formal entry. L/L 

family room. $700,000.
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645 S Meridian
One of Downtown Indy's most intact Queen Anne 
homes! Unequalled woodwork, working gas lighting & 
its commanding view of Monument Circle! Home is a 
compound of 2 renovated historic homes, a large attic 
apartment & extensive gardens. $575,000.

6430 Meridian Parkway Unit B                    
Woodmont is one of Meridian Hills most sot after 
locations.  Lrg open flr plans w/priv terraces, 
luxurious master suites & maint/free living. Gr8 
hw flrs, huge wlk-in clsts & gr8 fin. 2 units to 
choose from. White Box Stage. $350,000

1421 Central Ave
Grand Old Northside home w/gr8 amenities: 
cherry paneled walls, hdwds, coffered ceilings, 
pocket drs, beveled glss, double strs, wine cellar 
& commercial kitchen.  Versatile home with L/L 
offices. $575,000.

1558 Carrollton Ave
Exceptional newer construction home in the Old 
Northside, designed by Demerly/built by The 
ReDevelopment Grp, features dramatic open 
spaces,much sunlight,built-in bookcases, 
exquisite finishes & more!  $375,000.

422 W Michigan St
Landmark building offers perfect live/work 
situation. Developed w/gr8 attention to 
detail..5000+sqft high-style residence 
w/commanding skyline views..Commercial  offers 
12k+sqft of flexible space. $2,950,000.

5822 Quail Chase Dr
Open-concept & light-filled int will surprise you. 
Large arched window & vltd ceiling are among 
the livng areas fine features. Lrg  mstr ste 
features a commodious w-in closet, priv Ba & 
water views. $85,000. 

2036 N Delaware
Here is your chance to own a piece of Indy history. A 
condo in the historic Efromsyn House! This condo 
encompasses 2 stories of this fine home & includes 
the period staircase. Spacious 2 BR 2 and a half bath 
unit w/ large windows letting in tons of natural light.  
$160,000.

545 E Vermont St
Lockerbie Queen Anne sitting majestically on the 
corner of Park & Vermont. Entry w/a large 
staircase, natural W/W, pocket doors, tribe sized 
DR & updated kitchen. Large master BR has an 
amazing view of the skyline. $500,000.  

2119 N Delaware
Immaculately updated & maintained Herron-Morton 
home! Owner's renovation emphasized maintaining 
the historic integrity while introducing cool livable high-
style. Outdoor "rooms" include a cozy front porch & an 
inviting patio just perfect for entertaining. 3-car 
garage.$375,000.

602 E New York St
 Lockerbie Square home within walking distance to 
everything downtown.  Great corner location with 
large carriage house, could be used as a guest house 
or in- law quarters.   Large living room & a large loft 
area for a third bedroom or home office. Value and 
location! $275,000.

1236 Central Ave
Tired of being disappointed of other homes in this price 
range?   This townhome simply sparkles!  Excellent 
location in the prestigious Old Northside.  The light-
filled, open-concept interior affords flexibility. This home 
is the perfect situation for having a room-mate! Ample 
yard w/front porch & back deck.  $160,000.

1821 N Delaware
Opport-YOU-nity!  This upstairs/downstairs duplex is 
perfect for the 1st time landlord.  Live in 1 unit & rent the 
other.  3 BR units in Herron Morton have LR's, DR's, 
window wrapped living areas, gleaming oak HW floors & 
period WW.  Lrge front porches.  Enjoy the feeling of single 
family living while your tenants pay a large part of your 

payment. $200,000.  

5124 Coppermill Circle
Wow! Bring your picky buyers..this home shows like a 
model! Recent updates have left this home  sparkling w/ 
understated good taste. You will be struck by the sense of 
"arrival" when you view the grand staircase from the 
impressive entry.  Most excellent circular floorplan that is 
full of light. Kitchen is absolute perfection w/ its new finishes 

& newer SS appliances. $195,000.

333 N Park Ave
The best of all worlds!  This lovely Lockerbie Queen Anne 
has many outstanding period features & it has been 
updated & expanded to include all of the living 
areas/updates that are essential for today's lifestyle!  Lrge 
family area off  the updated serious cook's kitchen.  
Library/dining area boasts 2 story bookcases complete w/ 

library ladder!   Location/condition/livability! $600,000.

1554 Broadway St
This Old Northside home has a wealth of period details. Be 
aware that this abundance of period charm (hardwoods, 
detailed mantels, plster mldings, blt-in bkcases & pocket 
drs) has not kept this home from being suited for today's 
lifestyle w/it's circular flrplan, lrge-scale rooms & quality 
renovated kitchen & baths!  Income producing carriage 

house adds to the value. $400,000.

836 N Bolton Ave
Meticulously maintained & updated home in Irvington. 
Updates includes newer windows, flr coverings, furnace 
('11), front & back door, deck, concrete, tiled master bath 
and more! Great circular floorplan with many windows. 
Spacious kitchen boasts newer S/S appliances & brkfast 
nook. Enjoy the deck, patio and privacy fenced back yard 

from the sunroom.  $195,000.

1551 N park Ave
Affordable & convenient townhome is well located in the 
prestigious Old Northside.  End unit boasts an open & light-
filled flrplan. Convenient dual msters are perfect for a 
roommate situation—while the front BR features an arched 
window bay that overlooks a well manicured common area.  
Lrge secluded deck offers privacy.  Rare 2-car garage in 

this price range.  $175,000.

430 N Park Ave #512
This condo is what dwntwn living is all about!  Breathtaking 
view of the skyline!  Recent updates  have left it at the top 
of its game.  Gr8 open floor plan w/banks of windows facing 
west & north.  This unit has taller ceilings than most, which 
show off the original beams to their fullest.  The den with its 
built-ins and wet bar could be a potential 3rd B/R. 
$450,000.

1347 N Park Ave  
Absolutely immaculate totally renovated home in The Old 
Northside. Entry hall reveals the sunfilled interior w/freshly 
painted rooms & interesting finishes!  Main floor has a 
wonderful open floor plan (includes the elusive family 
room).  Large master w/vaulted ceiling & nice bath. Rented 
carriage house for extra income or in-law/au paire suite. 

Sparkling! $500,000.

430 E Vermont St
Timeless & sophisticated, this extraordinarily updated home 
shows like no other: New designer kitchen & thoughtfully 
updated baths! The discerning buyer will appreciate its 
good architectural bones with its commanding street 
presence, dramatic 2-story living room & fine mouldings. 
The lower-level has just been improved with it's new 

Ovation home theatre. $600,000.

1515 Carrollton Ave
Newer construction home is one of the finest in College 
Corner- a location renowned for its convenience to parks, 
Mass Ave & the Monon.  Light-filled interior boasts high 
ceilings w/ a rare family/GR just off of the kitchen w/a home 
office & an enormous master suite w/an incredible 
bathroom & closet. Finished L/L, multiple porches & 

attached garage. $400,000.

2323 N Alabama St
Located in convenient, sought after Fall Creek Place, this 
3BR property has it all! Exceptionally updated home: 
exquisite kitchen (granite,no-slam cabinetry, upgraded 
Bosch appliances--including a blt-in espresso machine!). 
Open concept 1st flr includes bamboo flrs, rear screened 
porch & a main flr BR/office. 1st flr BA includes uber-stylish 

tile. California Closets installed! $265,000.

3598 N Pennsylvania St
This home is an absolute jewel box of original historic 
features:  Leaded windows & French doors, hardwoods, 
built-in cabinetry, original lighting & more. The new kitchen 
is complete w/Kraftmaid cabinetry, granite, wine cooler & 
other top-drawer S/S appliances.  Master suite is complete 
with a luxurious master bath & California Closet fittings. 

Private courtyard. $250,000.

1002 N College Ave
Chatham Arch townhome- complete renovation w/just the 
updates you want & all the right original character 
showcased on a light & airy palette!  Gorgeous kitchen, tiled 
baths & thoughtful lighting highlighting interior complete 
w/original oak interior columns, staircase, fireplace mantle, 
hardwoods & exposed brick.  Open floor plan great for 

entertaining. $175,000.

134 N Bozart Ave
You will love the Arts & Crafts details of this home w/its 
coffered ceiling, vintage windows, HW floors & leaded glass 
built-ins. Gr8t open flr plan & many windows keep the 
interior light.  Nicely landscaped corner lot that includes a 
newer retaining wall,deck & privacy fence.  Character, price 
range, condition & location that you've looked for! 

$50,000.
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News In 
Brief

RIGHT WINGERS’ BILLBOARD VANISHES JUST AS CENTRE FOR INQUIRY’S 
GOES UP ON INDIANA 37

MARTINSVILLE, Ind.—The Centre for Inquiry’s (CFI) award winning billboard, “You 
don’t need God-to hope, to care, to love, to live,” went up on highway 37 in Morgan 
County near this very well-known right-wing town in mid-April and just days before a 
right-wing board in the same area was taken down.

Kimberly MacKay, speaking for CFI said, “We scared the religious out of town? Liter-
ally, days before CFI’s billboard was scheduled to be erected, the ‘Avoid Hell’ billboard 
which had stood in Morgan County vanished. The most important thing is the negative 
message has been brought down and in its place a positive message has claimed that 
strip of highway...” 

Highway 37 is the direct route between Indianapolis and Bloomington which is the 
home of the main campus of Indiana University. Morgan County is considered by 
some as the buckle on the Bible belt of Indiana. The CFI billboard was first unveiled in 
March 2011 with four billboards in Indianapolis, one in Houston, and subway signs in 
Washington, D.C. Since then it has been displayed in other cities and was voted best 
atheist ad by the readers of About.com which states, “It is part of a wider multi-media 
outreach campaign to help people across the country understand that living a fulfilling 
life doesn’t require any gods or any religion. Since the belief that gods and religion are 
necessary for happiness is a common misperception, this is an important message to 
get out.”

The Morgan County billboard was paid for by local resident MacKay. She was moti-
vated by the now-vanished billboard that said, “Avoid Hell, Repent, Trust Jesus Today.” 
Ms MacKay says, “From a very young age, I refused to accept a primitive man’s expla-
nation of the world around us, but instead opted for explanations and principles that 
could be derived from reason and logic. Today, I refuse to have the fire and brimstone 
preached at me that churches have to resort to, as a way of obtaining its members. 
Their messages are negative and Richard Dawkins would even say grounds for child 
abuse. CFI’s message is positive. It provides an alternative for people that they didn’t 
realise they had.” 

Ronald A. Lindsay, CFI president & CEO, says about this ad campaign: “One common 
myth is that the nonreligious lead empty, meaningless, selfish, self-centered lives. This 
is not only false, it’s ridiculous. Unfortunately, all too many people accept this myth 
because that’s what they hear about nonbelievers.” Reba Boyd Wooden, Executive 
Director of Centre for Inquiry-Indiana located on the downtown Canal Walk in Indian-
apolis noted that the response to the campaign in Indianapolis was, “overwhelmingly 
positive. Many people contacted us and told us how they felt so alone in such a reli-
giously charged community as Indiana. They were so glad to find other people and an 
organisation where they could network and find support among people who accepted 
and promoted their point of view.” 

The Centre for Inquiry is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organisation that encourages evidence- 
based inquiry into science, pseudoscience, medicine and health, religion, ethics and 
society. Through education, research, publishing, and social services, it seeks to pre-
sent affirmative alternatives based on scientific naturalism.  

FILMS AND PLAYS HIGHLIGHT VERMONT FESTIVAL’S SUMMER OF PRIDE

RANDOLPH, Vermont—How do mothers and daughters deal with a coming-out crisis? 
Has the sexual camaraderie of gay men changed as the AIDS epidemic recedes from 
memory? Is it possible that a child’s lie can ruin the lives of three adults? The staged 
readings of July’s Summer Pride Festival at Chandler address these conflicts and situa-
tions. 

This 2nd season of Summer Pride will reacquaint audiences with some of Ver-
mont’s most gifted and acclaimed actors -- Richard Waterhouse, Alan Gelfant, Teresa 
Langston, Andra Kisler -- and introduce fresh talent from Johnson State College, The 
Sharon Academy, and South Royalton High School. The productions are all directed 
by David Zak, Executive Director of Chicago’s Pride Films and Plays. 

The Festival also gives audience members the opportunity to experience new works by 
emerging playwrights Philip Dawkins and Cassie Keet and to remember why a Lillian 
Hellman play premiered in 1934 stands the test of time. Running from13th thru 22nd 
July this Summer’s festival includes two performances of each of three staged readings 
at Chandler Music Hall, renowned for its excellent acoustics. 

For more information visit www.pridefilmsandplays.com  

Tippecanoe Place
and

LR Productions
bring you the best kept secret

in Terre Haute.

Join us bi-weekly
for an evening

of drag entertainment.

Show dates: 
April 27

May 12 & May25
June 9 & June 22
July 7 & July20

Show times:
Doors open at 8pm

Show Starts at 10pm  

Auditions available.
Contact Robbe Chrisman at
robbechrisman@gmail.com

2149 Tippecanoe Street
Terre Haute

812-232-7082
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By Bill Elliott / Word Critic

Standard 
Reviewer

Walking into the multiplex to watch the Farrelly Brothers’ The Three Stooges, it oc-
curred to me that there is a whole generation of Americans (maybe even two) that has 
never seen a Three Stooges movie before.

For people my age (even ones who, like me, grew up outside the United States), The 
Three Stooges were synonymous with goofball, slapstick comedy. Girls usually found 
their face-slapping, eye-poking antics stupid; but guys loved them. They were the kids 
we all wanted to be — stuck in an ossified, blissfully ignorant childhood with no re-
sponsibilities and just an endless series of opportunities in which to get into trouble.

Film comedy has changed since the Stooges’ heyday. From the sixties and seventies on 
it became subtler, more verbal, and more cerebral. But perhaps the tide is turning back 
to the Stooges brand of comedy — one more physical and puerile in nature.

The Stooges first appeared as a vaudeville act in 1925 as backup “straight” men — 
hence the term “stooges” — to comedian Ted Healy in a comedy troupe known as Ted 
Healy and His Stooges.  Brothers Moe and Shemp Howard eventually parted company 
with Healy and teamed up with violinist-comedian Larry Fine, becoming the first 
incarnation The Three Stooges proper. Despite numerous personnel changes over the 
years — Moe’s younger brother “Curly” replacing Shemp to produce the best known 
Stooges line up — the group became one of the most popular comedic teams on film 
and television between the 1930s and the 1960s. The Stooges can still be seen on televi-
sion in syndication.

Now, the Farrelly Brothers film should introduce the Stooges to a new, younger audi-
ence weaned on raw, gross-out comedies like the Hangover movies and the Farrelly 
Brothers own films, such as There’s Something About Mary, Shallow Hal and Hall Pass.

If the classic comedians of the silent and post-silent years defined film comedy, the 
Stooges were attentive apprentices during that era. Chaplin and Keaton possessed a 
balletic grace; the Marx Brothers were acerbic and witty; Laurel and Hardy were ab-
surd pre-adolescent humanists. 

The Three Stooges comedy was every bit as choreographed as Chaplin’s or Keaton’s. 
Their jokes may not have had the intellectual depth or machine-gun delivery of Grou-
cho Marx but they drew on similar linguistic structures (puns, verbal misunderstand-
ings, etc.), and they were, in their own way, as innocent and child-like as Stan and 
Ollie’s downtrodden Everymen.  

The Farrelly Brothers film captures the Stooges in a way that does justice to the 
original trio, highlighting the lunacy, childishness, and sheer absurdity that made The 
Three Stooges so unique and so much fun.

Cleverly, the Farrellys break up the structure of their film into episodic segments, even 
using title-cards between sections. The Stooges forte was comedic short films, not fea-
ture length ones. In the Farrellys’ movie the Stooges are introduced as infants dropped 
on the doorstep of an orphanage. They grow into young boys who are constantly 
getting into trouble with the nuns who run the orphanage, particularly Sister Mary-
Mengele (played by curmudgeonly Larry David, a brilliant piece of casting). 

After refusing to be separated from his cohorts by an adopting couple, Moe rejoins 
Larry, and Curly and the three grow into adulthood as the orphanage’s longest and 
most noted residents. Until, that is, a local priest comes to shut the doors of the or-
phanage, which has now run out of money. Moe, Larry, and Curly are forced out into 
the world for the first time in order to raise $830,000 to save the only home they have 
known. 

They are quickly hired by an attractive woman who wants the boys to murder her 
wealthy husband. Unfortunately, the stooges target the wrong victim and botch the job 
with hilarious results. After failing in their next project, a fish farm, the boys fall into 
“blame storming” and Moe takes off alone, leaving Larry and Curly to make their own 
way in life. Moe accidentally finds himself on a reality TV show and becomes a minor 
celebrity. At the film’s end all is well again, but the story is less interesting than the 
vignettes that pull the plot together.

There are a handful of standout scenes in The Three Stooges that are absurdist comedy 
of the most sublime sort. One involves the stooges falling from great heights onto nuns 
(who would have thought falling on a nun could be so funny?). 

A second involves the lads trying to raise money by starting a “salmon-farming” busi-
ness. Unfortunately they open their farm on a golf course. The image of hundreds of 

flapping fish across miles of fairways is stunning. But my favourite scene involves the 
boys impersonating a doctor and two nurses in a maternity ward. They use babies as 
“squirt guns” in lieu of their usual arsenal of fists, fingers and palms. It is the kind of 
stupid, lowest-common denominator type of humour we have come to expect of the 
Farrellys Brothers and it is thigh-slappingly funny.

Chris Diamantopoulos as Moe, Sean Hayes as Larry, and Will Sasso as Curly all im-
merse themselves fully into their characters, uncannily bringing the Stooges to life 
with their looks and mannerisms. There is something endearing about their relation-
ship (even if it does involve a lot of cartoonish violence). 

While the film has some sticky passages (it would be hard to sustain what makes the 
Stooges funny over a full 90 minutes or so), when the boys kick into gear, they really 
are screamingly funny. The laughter they produce reminds of what the Stooges have 
always been about: trying for as long as possible not to grow up.

 
The ever-popular Broadway in Indianapolis series has announced its 2012–13 season, 
which opens with the 2009 Tony Award-winning, Billy Elliot: The Musical, from 13–18 
November, at the Old National Centre. With music by Elton John, Billy Elliot is a joy-
ous celebration of a boy’s journey to make his dreams come true. Set in a small town, 
the story follows Billy as he stumbles out of the boxing ring and into a ballet class, dis-
covering a surprising passion that inspires his family and his whole community. Based 
on the international smash-hit film, Billy Elliot is brought to life by a phenomenal cast 
and the Tony Award-winning creative team of director Stephen Daldry, choreographer 
Peter Darling, and writer Lee Hall. 
 
Jersey Boys, running from 9–27 January 2013 at Old National Centre, is the Tony, 
Grammy, and Olivier Award-winning Best Musical about Rock and Roll Hall of Fam-
ers, The Four Seasons. This is the story of how four blue-collar kids became one of the 
greatest successes in pop music history. They wrote their own songs, invented their 
own sounds and sold 175 million records worldwide — all before they were 30. Jersey 
Boys features hit songs like Sherry, Big Girls Don’t Cry, Rag Doll, Oh What a Night and 
Can’t Take My Eyes Off You.                    
 
Sister Act, at the Old National Centre from 26 February– 3 March 2013, is another 
Broadway musical comedy smash, featuring original music by eight-time Oscar win-
ner, Alan Menken (Beauty and the Beast, The Little Mermaid, Little Shop of Horrors). 
Sister Act tells the story of Deloris Van Cartier, a wannabe diva whose life takes a sur-
prising turn when she witnesses a crime and the cops hide her in the last place anyone 
would think to look — a convent. Under the suspicious watch of Mother Superior, De-
loris helps her fellow sisters find their voices as she unexpectedly rediscovers her own.  
 
Direct from Broadway, the smash-hit musical American Idiot, running at Clowes Hall 
from 2–7 April 2013, tells the story of three lifelong friends, forced to choose between 
their dreams and the safety of suburbia. Their quest for true meaning in a post 9/11 
world leads them on the most exhilarating theatrical journey of the season. Based on 
Green Day’s Grammy Award-winning multi-platinum album, American Idiot boldly 
takes the American musical where it’s never gone before. 

Fifty years ago one musical changed theatre forever and now it’s back, mesmerizing 
audiences once again. From the first note to the final breath, West Side Story, from 
4–9 June 2013, at Clowes Hall, soars as the greatest love story of all time and remains 
as powerful, poignant and timely as ever. The new Broadway cast album of West Side 
Story won the 2010 Grammy Award for Best Musical Show Album. The Bernstein and 
Sondheim score is considered to be one of Broadway’s finest and features such classics 
of the American musical theatre as Something’s Coming, Tonight, America, I Feel Pretty 
and Somewhere.

Season tickets for the 2012-13 Broadway in Indianapolis Season are on sale now at 
the Broadway in Indianapolis Box Office in the Marott Centre at 342 Massachusetts 
Ave.; online at www.broadwayinindianapolis.com, or by ringing the Broadway Across 
America hotline on 800/793.7469. 

If You Want To Reach Customers All Over 
The Region, Reach For The Phone & Call Us! 
Anything Else Would Be A Wrong Number! 

317/725.8840
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The Louisville and Midwest gay community has lost one of its most supportive and 
loudest mainstream voices with the recent retirement after over 43 years of Keith L. 
Runyon from the position of Forum Editor at Louisville’s Courier-Journal.

In all full disclosure, I need to say that Keith and I have been best friends since we met 
50 years ago this Fall in Mae Johnson’s core class at Seneca Junior High School and 
it’s a friendship which has endured. In fact, the photo at right is the two of us in March 
after lunch at Lynn’s Paradise Cafe.

But more than being a best friend to me, Keith has always been a best friend to the 
gay, lesbian and civil rights communities. In a career which spanned over four dec-
ades, he’s seen, reported on and supported many changes — from school integration to 
Louisville’s Fairness Ordinance.

Keith, who started his journalism career at what is now the Courier & Press in Evans-
ville, walked into a very different Courier-Journal on his first day. It was a paper owned 
by Barry Bingham — not a multi-national company — and he was writing obituaries 
and reporting news, including for the late, lamented Louisville Times, which ceased 
publication in 1987.

But what makes Keith so unique and so worthy of honour are the awards he’s won and 
the recognition he’s brought to the newspaper and himself by strongly — since day one 
— supporting our rights in Kentucky and Indiana. Keith has never hesitated to put in 
a call to me or to our joint good friend Chris Hartman who heads Fairness or to David 
Williams, another paper’s former publisher, to find out what position is the correct one 
and what he could do on issues affecting our community.

He’s also stood up to the likes of Dr. Frank Simon for the gay community when at-
tempts were made to scuttle Fairness. He’s taken progressive and honest stands on gay 
rights issues and the issues of all minorities when they have been threatened — and 
he’s headed a Forum Page which has done the same for many years now.

He’s also been inclusive of all — not just gays and lesbians and he’s used his sometimes 

bully pulpit to urge Kentuckians to do the 
right thing — whether for school integra-
tion, gay rights or the recent award-win-
ning series of editorials he penned which 
guaranteed a woman’s right to reproduc-
tive freedom which would have vanished 
had Louisville’s old General Hospital 
(now University Hospital) been allowed 
to merge with a Catholic healthcare 
organisation whose directives would have 
banned outright these vital services.

It is with much personal pleasure that I’ve 
remained Keith’s best friend over all the 
years and speaking strictly from a selfish 
viewpoint, I am glad he’s retired as we 
will definitely have more time for lunches, 
travels and discussions. But to the larger 
community his very public voice of rea-
son, of support and of honesty is one we will all miss. 

He was also one of the last of the “Bingham people” at the Courier-Journal and that, 
too, is sad as Mr. Bingham always not only took care of his staff, but taught them in a 
larger way to take care of the community and, if you will, to own not only their deci-
sions, but the city in which they lived.

Keith will definitely be missed as we in the gay community continue our fight for 
equality and fairness. I am proud too, to count him as my best friend for nearly a half-
century. I hope the community feels likewise.
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and
the
by Matt Ponder

pecs
So, you finally met The One. You’ve played the dating game, set the sheets on fire, 
learned to sleep in the same bed and left your toothbrush at his house. You finally 
found the courage to say the L word — that’s love, not lesbian — and now you’re left 
with that final step. Cohabitation. Terrifying, right?  

Someone is going to be there with you all the time to see you at your worst. Will he 
still love you when he sees you every day, warts and all? Not only that, the odds are 
you won’t be able to leave your cereal bowl on the coffee table for a week. It’s scary and 
exciting and nerve-wracking all at the same time.    

Yes, I’m fully aware that I have written about the joys of being single and living alone.  
I believe my exact words were: “Not only are you free to date and flirt and fuck to your 
heart’s content, but you can watch porn any time you want, throw your clothes on the 
floor and drink orange juice right out of the carton. It’s awesome. If you want to jump 
up and fly to Vegas for a weekend full of whiskey and Wet Platinum, have at it. If you 
want to strip down and dance on the coffee table in nothing but your Asics, knock your-
self out. Freedom reigns, baby.” I still believe that. If you’re single.  

I also revealed the other side of the coin: “You do sleep alone — that can be a blessing 
or a curse, I guess — and there’s no one waiting for you when you get home. You have 
no one special to share life’s amazing moments and no one to hold you close when 
you’re feeling down. When you’re alone, you are alone with your empty bedroom and 
uninhabited living room seemingly closing in on you.”  

There are pros and cons to a life lived with the person you love. Are you familiar with 
the saying “familiarity breeds contempt”? Let me boil that down for you: it means be-
ing around someone all the time has the tendency to make you want to slit his throat 
while he sleeps. Okay, maybe it’s not that bad, but just like every other facet of a real 
relationship living with someone takes a lot of work. The quirks and bad habits that 
you both have will be thrust into a spotlight.

Oh, you don’t have any bad habits? Is that so? See the thing is what you may not con-
sider a bad habit may actually be something that drives your partner crazy. Maybe you 
feel like the dishwasher has to be loaded a certain way in order to get the maximum 
cleaning effect. Sounds like a good idea, right? But when someone puts the dishes in 
the dishwasher in a way that you feel is incorrect and you complain about this time 
and time again, your nagging is definitely a bad habit. 

Here’s an example: when my boyfriend leaves half empty water bottles or glasses of wa-
ter sitting around my apartment I tend to pick them up and take them to the kitchen. 
I feel like unless we are currently starring in the movie Signs, there’s really no need for 
this kind of behaviour. It turns out he leaves them scattered around so he has water 
nearby whenever he needs it, which is perfectly logical and apparently quite common. 
When I get rid of the bottles and glasses he has to go back to the kitchen for more wa-
ter and this tends to irritate him. These are two perfectly normal behaviours, but each 
of us sees the other’s actions as a bad habit.  

There are plenty more extreme examples, but I used this one as one way to say how the 
smaller things that will annoy you about your partner are trivial, and all you have to 
do is shrug them off and your new life together will be so much easier. There’s a huge 
difference between the bad habit of selling heroin from your house and the bad habit of 
leaving the cap off of the toothpaste. You need to always remember to pick your battles.

When you live with someone there are many decisions you will have to make and re-
sponsibilities you have to share. Just like every column I’ve written in these pages about 
every part of a mature and healthy relationship, communication is the key.  Whether 
you’re discussing the proper place to display your vintage Star Wars poster or whether 
or not to paint the house as pink as Nicki Minaj’s new wig, all decisions are made to-
gether. Compromising and keeping an open mind are staples of your new two-sided de-
cisions. Some things don’t need to be discussed in a committee — like when to feed the 
dogs or which show to watch first on the DVR, but the things which affect you both and 
the things that both of you feel strongly about are definitely going to be on the table.  

Believe it or not the dynamic of a gay relationship actually lends itself to faster reso-
lutions. I’m sure you’ve heard that irritating and somewhat homophobic thing that 
straight people say: “well, which one of you is the wife?” Well, guess what? Because 

there is no traditional division of power — which even now in the age of empowered 
women seems archaic — it is a known fact that gay couples argue more constructively 
and with more humour than our heterosexual friends. Not only that, but fairness and 
power sharing are more prevalent in gay relationships than they are in straight relation-
ships. What does this mean? It means that we can come to a civil solution a lot quicker 
than Dick and Jane arguing over what kind of wallpaper to put in the master bathroom.

Now let’s say you can’t come to an agreement about something involving your home 
or your money or your relationship and your discussion is now a full-blown argument.  
The best advice I can give you is don’t go to bed until it’s resolved. Going to bed angry is 
the absolute worst. It feels like there’s a thousand miles between the two of you as you 
lay there waiting for the other person to apologise. So let me repeat myself: never go to 
bed angry. Simple, right? The one thing you have to realise, however, is that you have to 
be mature enough to cool down your argument, talk it out until it’s resolved, and then 
engage in, ahem.. “making up”. All before that 6.45 a.m. alarm. 

So we’ve talked about communication and keeping your fights out of the bedroom — 
two simple things that often don’t feel very simple — but there’s one other thing that is 
very important: time for yourself. Like I said earlier, being around someone every day 
can be taxing, especially when you still haven’t learned to shrug off the petty annoy-
ances that come with cohabitation.  

It’s in everyone’s best interest if both of you take time away from your relationship 
(Disclaimer: When I say time away from your relationship, I do not mean the kind of 
“time away” where you have sex with other people.) to do your own thing, whether it’s 
hanging out in the clubs with your friends, spending the afternoon riding the trails or 
going to a movie that your partner has no interest in seeing. It can even be a trip home 
for a couple days to visit your parents or a weekend trip out of town to catch up with 
an old friend. It’s surprising how much you appreciate someone when you haven’t seen 
them for a few days. I guess that other saying: “absence makes the heart grow fonder” 
is very true as well.

Now that we’ve gone over the ways to survive living with the person you love without 
going to jail for murder, let’s wrap this up by talking about how awesome it can be. 
A smile always waiting for you when you get home. A body wrapped in your arms at 
night. A constant companion and friend to share all the little things that make you 
happy. A helping hand in repairs, yard work and even in your latest culinary experi-
ment. A wardrobe consultant when you need it and a voice of reason when you really 
need it. A sounding board when you want to rant about work or complain about the 
character development on The Vampire Diaries. It’s all of these things and so much 
more.  It’s everything every one of us hopes for and dreams about when we are ready to 
settle down and share our lives with someone who is our partner and our equal.  Keep 
an open mind and an open heart as you start your journey together. Fill your home with 
light, love and laughter and everything else will fall into place. And don’t forget to pick 
up your water bottles. 
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Ted Fleischaker / Resident Hypochondriac

Medical 
Matters

So, you are going to see the doctor. Have you prepared? In this day and age, going to 
see your doctor isn’t like it was for we old guys and gals who were around in the 50s, 
60s and 70s. Back then you could just show up on his doorstep (his because a woman 
doctor was an almost unheard of commodity then, whereas today all but one of the 
physicians and specialists I see are female) and you’d get seen. Back then it also cost 
$3 for an office visit and for $7 — at least in the Highlands area of Louisville where I 
grew up — Dr. Elliott Podoll or Dr. Lennie Rosenblatt would come with his little black 
bag to the house and treat you in your own bed!

Times have certainly changed and with them there’s a lot more paperwork, restrictions 
and that rather odious (to many of us) thing called HIPAA. 

That’s the well-meaning law which guarantees privacy but does so to such an extreme 
degree not even our lovers, best friends, rabbi, priest or sister-in-law can find out we 
are even in the hospital or at the doctor’s much less what the prognosis is. I could 
go on and on about how much I personally hate HIPAA and how I always write in a 
bunch of names I especially want to know how I am doing, followed by “and anyone 
who cares to ask!”

But HIPAA aside, doctors have changed a lot since the old days and if you are caught 
off-guard you might find that $45 office visit or $50 or $20 co-pay if you have insur-
ance is money wasted. That’s largely because so many physicians’ practices are not 
owned by the friendly doctor who sees you (as was always the case before) but by 
some hospital or mega-corporation off in some far-flung city. 

At HQ you aren’t a patient but a client and you are known by an account number or by 
whether you pay the bill or not. Care has changed and for the patients, and often the 
doctors who don’t usually like working for some big brother, either, not for the best.

The bean counters determine just how long your doctor gets to see you, as well as how 
many patients he or she must see to have an “efficient day.” This, of course, doesn’t 
take into account that seeing someone with sniffles and a sore throat will take less 
time whereas someone with HIV/AIDS or a major concern will need a lot more. 

It also doesn’t take into account any pleasantries like “How was your vacation?” or any 
“extras” you might want to ask about (like that mole which changed colour and wor-
ries you but is not the prime reason you made an appointment). 

So what can we, as patients, do? First remember that a doctor today is just like a store 
or restaurant. If you go to Macy’s and want a blue dress shirt but they have nothing to 
fit, you try Nordstrom’s or Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co. or Sears Roebuck or J.C. Penney. 

If you want a crab dinner and the first place you go doesn’t sell those, you go to a dif-
ferent restaurant. The same thing applies here: If the doctor you see sells his or her 
practice or just is not a good fit for your needs, then shop for another one. It’s busi-
ness. And unlike settling for roast beef when you want crab or white when you want a 
blue shirt, this is your health and life we’re talking about. 

In Indianapolis several physicians the gay community used heavily both recently quit 
practicing spurring a bevy of Facebook posts and e-mails asking who would be good, 
where and why. All good questions to find a right fit.

Also, be sure you include asking while considering a physician if they take your insur-
ance, what their office policy about time with patients is, how to get refills on your 
prescriptions and anything else you need to know — including no-brainers like days 
and hours they are open. 

If you need to, make a list before you go for your get-acquainted appointment and 
make sure you get the answers you want. Keep shopping if the responses aren’t to your 
liking. 

Also explore with the doctor who owns his or her practice and what the policy is on 
appointments. Recently, our physician sold her practice and joined a major Indianapo-
lis medical group so the next visit we asked, “Is there a change in time allocated per 
patient or other policies we should know about?” and she assurred us that had been 
negotiated in the sale so all patients were going to continue to receive care regardless 
of time. We’ve found her to be a lady of her word and continue to use her practice.

But there are also other things we should all do before we see a doctor. One is to make 
a list in a few words of what you want to discuss. If you have that mole besides the 
sore throat be sure to note that you need to discuss it so when you do get your time 
with the doc you won’t leave having forgotten.

Also ask the doc to clarify things you don’t understand. There is a differenece between 
taking a pill every eight hours or three times a day. There’s also a difference between “a 
fever” and “a fever over 101 degrees.” 

If you don’t understand what’s being said or need clarity, stop the doc and ask! You are 
the customer... er, ah, the patient. Also, if you can, take someone with you. My partners 
always go with me and often they hear things I have missed. It’s never a bad idea to be 
certain what the doctor wants you to do and how to do it. A ban on partners in the of-
fice to me would be a deal-breaker were a physician to impose one, though thankfully 
none ever has.

Finally, be certain you know what’s next. Should the pills work in five days or should 
you call back in two? Should you get that blood test now or later? When you get it, will 
the office call you with results or will you need to call them? And if so, when? Will you 
need to make another appointment? 

And if you need further treatment — be it pills, a procedure, referal to a specialist or 
something as easy as a knee brace — know about anything you do not understand. 
Leave the office informed about what’s happening and what needs to take place as well 
as when to follow up.

Remember, many practices only allow seven to 10 minutes per patient so if you plan 
to make good use of your time then you will need to be prepared before the secretary 
calls “Next!” and you get your audience with the doctor. You’ll feel better for being 
prepared! — and that I can guarantee!

Ad Space Donated By The Word
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Whipping 
Post

By Ms. K / Word Columnist

News In 
Brief

In April, the Indiana Leather Sir and Leather boy contest occurred at the 501 Eagle 
bar in downtown Indianapolis. If you missed this contest you really did skip a good 
time as it was a good event with lots of entertainment from the producers as well as 
the contestants. I had a great time and it was a chance for me to meet and talk to peo-
ple that I don’t usually get to see. 

I shed a few tears, too, as things were said onstage which made me realise that our 
young ones are growing up and becoming adults. I am very proud to see this. I also 
had a unique opportunity to speak with someone I had not seen for over 10 years. 
He left our community for fear of losing his job and after years of discontent with a 
“vanilla” life, is back and proud to be part of us again. I hope we all know that it is 
important to make our way in this world, but it’s equally important to find a balance of 
both worlds so we can be happy! 

By the way, the local contest feeds into the Great Lakes Leather SIR and Leather boy 
contest later this year in August. Please show your support for the new titleholders 
representing Indiana. Good luck to all who compete and all those who are considering 
competing. It’s hard but rewarding work.                               

On another topic, The Leather Leadership Conference is being held in Nashville, Ten-
nessee this year. I am excited that I will be presenting two workshops at that event and 
will report back to you on it next month. 

Please remember that supporting local and not-so-local events is educating not only 
for yourself but it helps our community overall. When you attend an event, you are 
working to make yourself and those around you better and more knowledgeable about 
our community.  

Back when I came out into the Leather community, there were very few events nation-
wide and only unorganised workshops and learning sessions held by individuals for 
local folks in their communities. Now there are events every weekend throughout the 
country and in other countries, too, so if you like to travel there are plenty of places 
to go, see, be seen and learn at the same time. These are golden opportunities for you 
to grow and give of yourself to our community, so check the schedules and plan some 
trips — near and far.

As far as what you have been telling me, I received an e-mail this month from a gentle-
man who is very concerned about all the misinformation he is reading on the internet 
and in some books. This gentleman says that he is unsure how these “authors” feel 
they are qualified to write about things when it is very obvious to him they have only 
read about them and have not personally experienced what the events or groups are 
like.  

I wrote him back and explained to him that I too feel this way. While I am not an ex-
pert in all things, I do rely a lot on my years of learning to guide me on my way. I also 
expressed to him that I feel non-experts pretending to have knowledge is like a surgeon 
reading about performing an operation without actually ever done one — then trying 
to teach others how to perform that surgery and maybe even writing a book about 
how to do it. We all know that that is preposterous. It’s also why doctors study, intern, 
practice under teachers and experienced surgeons and pass exams before they pick up 
their first solo scalpel.   

How could anyone profess to be an expert about something they have not experienced 
and lived through? I hope to always feel that I am learning something every day.  If I 
quit learning life will become boring. If we feel we know everything there is to know 
about a subject then I think we must look at ourselves and re-evaluate.

Remember that you can read about something all you want, but you must know that it 
takes experience and time to truly learn a skill no matter how great your interest and 
desire. I spent years learning one specific skill and have practiced that for the past 25 
years, but I still feel there is a lot I more could yet learn. I also hope to continue that 
learning for the rest of my life.

Finally, May brings to us the annual International Mr. Leather in Chicago over Memo-
rial Day weekend. This is an event which has continuously occurred for over 30 years. 

It also is one of the largest events in the world where thousands of Leather men and 
Leather women come together to socialise, attend a contest and go for the huge vendor 
market — the world’s largest. If you have ever wanted to spend a day or two browsing 
through a vendor market with unimaginable and imaginable fetish and Leather items, 

this is your place to shop. The event is also a great place to just socialise for a few days.  
I personally have enjoyed IML for several years and will be sorry to miss the event this 
time as I have another commitment, but if you are free you have really no excuse not 
to go and enjoy an event which promotes our way of life and gives you a chance to be 
around your own kind of people. I promise it will not be something you soon forget.

Next month (this month as it’s May in the case of Springfield, Illinois), we have gay 
prides all over the region coming up and I encourage you to support the pride events 
happening in as many cities as you are able. Indianapolis has a large gathering and so 
do many other cities. Ted reminds me, too, that The Word is sponsoring a number of 
prides this year and will have a booth, so drop by and say hello to him or us. These are 
wonderful times we live in, so take advantage every chance you get.

Please write to me at MsKLeather@sbcglobal.net — I look forward to continue hearing 
from you!

HRC & AMERICAN HEALTH LAWYERS RELEASE GAY GUIDE FOR HOSPITALS

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The Human Rights Campaign and the American Health Law-
yers Association have released a new healthcare guide, Revisiting Your Hospital’s Visita-
tion Policy, to assist hospital administrators in revising hospital visitation policies to 
satisfy new requirements barring discrimination against gay and lesbian patients and 
their families.   

The Joint Commission standards and the new Medicare Conditions of Participation 
(CoPs) require hospitals to explain to all patients their right to choose who may visit 
them during an inpatient stay, regardless of whether the visitor is a family member, a 
spouse, a domestic partner, or another type of visitor. These changes also protect pa-
tients’ right to choose a representative to act on their behalf, requiring hospitals to give 
deference to patients’ wishes concerning their representatives. Revisiting Your Hospi-
tal’s Visitation Policy can be viewed at www.healthlawyers.org/HospitalVisit  

“The Joint Commission standards and the regulations from the Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services have set us on the path to healthcare equality,” HRC President 
Joe Solmonese noted, adding, “But even with this progress, the most well-intentioned 
hospital administrator may need help to best serve lesbian, gay, bi & trans patients.  
We are proud to partner with the American Health Lawyers Association to provide this 
important resource, which complements our National Healthcare Equality Index for 
healthcare facilities.”

Revisiting Your Hospital’s Visitation Policy is a primer on what hospitals need to know 
to comply with accrediting criteria and federal regulations on inclusive healthcare. As 
healthcare facilities transition to more gay-friendly policies and procedures, they can 
turn to HRC’s Healthcare Equality Index (HEI) for expert guidance, assessing their 
policies and operations against established best practices for inclusive care. The HEI 
also helps patients find healthcare free of prejudice and discrimination, allowing them 
to seek out healthcare providers who embrace gay and lesbian healthcare equality.  

U.S. CUSTOMS CHANGES POLICY TO BE MORE GAY INCLUSIVE

The days of being humiliated at the border may soon be over for same-sex couples 
returning to the U.S. from travel abroad.

The U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) is proposing to expand the definition 
of a family on Customs Declaration Forms to include “two adult individuals in a com-
mitted relationship…and couples in civil unions or domestic partnerships.”

CBP has also taken a bold step forward in stating that “CBP believes that this proposed 
change would more accurately reflect relationships between members of the public 
who are traveling together as a family.”

Currently, gay couples traveling together must each go through Customs separately, 
treated as legal strangers. Equality Florida, the largest civil rights organisation in the 
Sunshine State, dedicated to ending discrimination based on sexual orientation and 
gender identity, applauds the proposed change as a significant step forward for gay 
and lesbian couples and their children.

“This is a huge step forward, one that will avoid putting U.S. citizens through the 
indignity of denying their families in order to return to their own country, We should 
never have to explain to our child why the person at the desk says we’re not a family,” 
Executive Director Nadine Smith, who is raising a son with her wife Andrea, said.
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By Casey Williams/ Automotive Reporter

You Auto 
Try This...

Hyundai is making a pretty good feast of devouring competitors to the stylish new Ac-
cent sub-compact, award-winning Elantra compact, Tucson crossover and Sonata mid-
size sedan. While none of those cars are the most powerful or fastest in their classes, 
they are making rodents quake with their advanced style, handling, warranties, pricing 
and load of features. They look sexy, even while topping the fuel economy charts and 
offering value. This carnage continues with the Veloster.

You won’t exactly think Raptor when you step into the standard 138hp 1.6-litre direct-
injected four-cylinder engine — whether connected to the six-speed manual or optional 
six-speed dual-clutch automatic transmission. It may catch a Fiesta or Sonic sleeping, 
but it better take a big bite and run quickly to survive the skirmish when something 
barely faster catches it. Properly revved, there’s still plenty of pep to step into freeway 
traffic or slip through town. Fuel economy ratings of 28/40-MPG city/hwy. are sweet 
trades for the power deficit.

Admittedly, most of the reptile hunters who tread into Hyundai showrooms are not ter-
ribly concerned about blowing Cobras into the weeds. They’ll be more seduced by the 
Veloster’s funky cool styling. Its most distinguishing feature may be the front-hinged 
rear passenger-side door, perfect for letting friends and offspring off at the curb, but 
the car cuts a swath right through the sub-compact scene. You’ll know its family by 
the angry grille and swept-back headlamps. The 18” alloys with black trim are cool, 
but the Kammback rear and hunkered stance set it apart. It’s both tough and cute. The 
front is enhanced with LED lighting, foglamps and chrome grille surround with piano 
black highlights.

Stylists spun silk inside. Let’s be clear that like the Accent, Veloster is built to a price 
point. That means there’s a lot of hard plastic. But, the dash has a rubber sheen that 
makes it feel soft to the touch and doors are padded in all the right places. Silver-paint-
ed surfaces on the dash and doors, alloy pedals, leather-wrapped steering wheel and 
shift knob and piano black accents dress up the space nicely. I especially like the gray 
fabric on the seats that reminds me a little of the houndstooth used in ‘60s Camaros.  
Our car came with a panoramic sunroof and power headliner cover that make the 
most of Spring days.

The sporty twin-cockpit layout echoes other Hyundais and makes a perfect place for 
the touchscreen, large gauges and rocket-igniter push button keyless ignition below 
the radio/climate control stack. Huge cupholders, 60/40-split/fold rear seats, wide 
hatchback and lots of cubbies keep everything in good kit. I would definitely spring 
for the Dimension Premium Audio with separate amp and subwoofer, navigation, rear 

camera and XM Satellite radio. Bluetooth hands-free phone connection, auto up/down 
driver window and heated mirrors add convenience.   

For the tech-savvy, Hyundai’s Blue Link infotainment system brings incredible con-
nectivity to the masses. It allows drivers and passengers to access voice text messag-
ing, Point Of Interest (POI) web search downloads, navigation and vehicle diagnostics 
reporting. Blue Link also enables automatic crash notification and assistance, remote 
door locking/unlocking, stolen vehicle immobilization and Geofencing to keep children 
in a prescribed zone. A concierge might even teach you about dinos if you ask nicely.  
Subscribers can choose options in packages with varying charges.

Taming the Veloster from behind the wheel is as easy as scraping scales off a lizard.  
You have to rev the engine like a Churnasaurus, but the clutch is easy to modulate 
and the shifter loves to be handled. Put the car into a corner and the short suspen-
sion turns like a bird after feast while the steering becomes heavy and provides a good 
picture of the under-skin action. Veloster shares much of its underpinnings with the 
redesigned Accent, which is mostly good. The rear torsion beam suspension chatters 
over rough pavement, but stays balanced and true. Four-wheel anti-lock disc brakes, 
stability control and traction control are standard.  

While base coupes spew enough venom for most drivers, the more aggressive among 
us will ask for deeper fangs to go with the Veloster’s hiss. Available this Summer will be 
a more sinister Turbo model. Driving the front wheels is a 1.6-litre DOHC turbo-four, 
connected through a six-speed manual transmission. Fuel economy remains impres-
sive at 27/38-MPG city/hwy. Prices will start around $22k.  

Prices for our non-turbo manual transmission-equipped coupe start at $17,300, 
but came to $21,300 loaded to the tails. Of course, that includes Hyundai’s famous 
10-year/100,000-mile powertrain warranty. Competitors include the Scion tC, Honda 
CR-Z hybrid, Fiat 500, Mini Cooper and funky-looking reptiles.
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By Michael Wright / Edward D Jones

Finances 
In Focus

To achieve investment success, you don’t have to start out with a huge sum or “get 
lucky” by picking “hot” stocks or hitting the lottery. In fact, very few people actu-
ally travel those routes. But in working toward your investment goals, you need to 
be persistent — and one of the best ways to demonstrate that persistence is to invest 
automatically.

How do you become an “automatic” investor? You simply need to have your bank au-
tomatically move money each month from a chequing or savings account into the in-
vestments of your choice. When you’re first starting out in the working world, you may 
not be able to afford much, but any amount — even if it’s just $50 or $100 a month 
from tips as a waiter or bartender — will be valuable. Then, as your career progresses 
and your income rises, you can gradually increase your monthly contributions.

By becoming an automatic investor, you can gain some key benefits, including these:

Discipline — Many people think about investing but decide to wait until they have “a 
little extra cash.” Before they realise it, they’ve used the money for other purposes like 
partying or that trip to Key West or P-Town. Nothing against those, but you need to 
think of the later as well as the now. When you invest automatically, you’re essentially 
taking a spending decision “out of your hands.” And as you see your accounts grow 
over time, your investment discipline will be self-reinforcing.

Long-term focus — There’s never any shortage of events — political crises, economic 
downturns, natural disasters — that cause investors to take a “timeout” from investing. 
Yet if you head to the investment sidelines, even for a short while, you might miss out 
on some good opportunities. By investing automatically each month, you’ll maintain a 
long-term focus. 

Potential for reduced investment costs — If you invest the same amount of money 
each month into the same investments, you’ll automatically be a “smart shopper.” 
When prices drop, your monthly investment will buy more shares, and when prices 
rise, you’ll buy fewer shares — just as you’d probably buy less of anything when prices 
are high. Over time this type of systematic investment typically results in lower costs 
per share. Furthermore, when you invest systematically, you’re less likely to constantly 
buy and sell investments in an effort to boost your returns. This type of frequent trad-
ing is often ineffective — and it can raise your overall investment costs with potential 
fees, commissions and taxes. (Keep in mind, though, that systematic investing does 
not guarantee a profit or protect against loss. Also, you’ll need the financial resources 
available to keep investing through up and down markets.)

Clearly, automatic investing offers some major advantages to you as you seek to build 
wealth. Of course, if you’re contributing to a 401(k) or other employer-sponsored 
retirement plan, you’re already automatically investing because money is taken out 
of your paycheque at regular intervals to go toward the investments you’ve chosen in 
your plan. But by employing automatic investing techniques to other vehicles, such as 
an Individual Retirement Account (IRA), you can continue your progress toward your 
long-term goals, including retirement.

So do what it takes to become an automatic investor. It’s easy, it’s smart — and it can 
help you work toward the type of future you’ve envisioned. Just call your broker or 
banker and get started. The first step is the most important!

Another topic for this time of year: May is Mother’s Day. Of course, if you have kids, 
your greatest gifts are your children themselves. And since you want to see them happy 
and financially secure, perhaps you can use this Mother’s Day as an opportunity to 
consider ways to help your children at various stages of their lives. So, let’s take a look 
at steps you can take:
If your children are young, teach them to be savers — Encourage young children 
to put away part of their allowance or any money they receive for household jobs in a 
savings account. Offer to match their contributions dollar for dollar. 

Help them become investors — Consider giving your children a few shares of stock in 
companies with which they are familiar. By following the movements of their stocks 
with them, you can explain how the markets work and how increasing share owner-
ship is one key to helping build wealth.

Contribute to a college savings plan — One of the best things you can do to boost 
your children’s chances of success in life is to help them go to college. You’ve got sev-
eral good college-savings vehicles available, such as a 529 plans, Coverdell Education 
Savings Accounts and custodial accounts. Your financial advisor can help you choose 
the vehicle that suits your needs and objectives. 

Later, when your children enter the working world encourage IRA contributions 
— An Individual Retirement Account (IRA) is a great retirement savings vehicle. As 
long as your children have earned income, they can contribute to an IRA, so you may 
want to help them “max out” on their contributions each year. While you can’t directly 
contribute to a child’s IRA, you can write a cheque to your child and encourage him or 
her to use it for funding an IRA. 

Make long-term care arrangements — If you needed long-term care, such as an ex-
tended nursing home stay and you had inadequate financial preparations, the burden 
could fall on your children. Now is the time to consult with your financial advisor to 
begin preparing for possible long-term care costs.

When your children reach middle age, communicate your financial situation and 
estate plans — Don’t leave adult children in the dark as to your financial information. 
Share everything you can about how much you own, where you keep your assets and 
how you plan to eventually distribute them. By clearly communicating your situation 
and wishes now, you can avoid major problems later. This same thing applies to your 
partner — be it a man or woman — they need to know what you have, where it is and 
what to do in the event of your illness or death.

Create a durable power of attorney — This one is especially important for the gay 
and lesbian community because most state laws do not recognise partners or gay mar-
riages. By creating a durable power of attorney, you can appoint another person, such 
as an adult child or your partner or both together, to conduct your business and finan-
cial affairs if you become physically or mentally incapacitated. Such a move can help 
reduce stress your children or spouse may be feeling, while allowing them to make 
moves that can help preserve your finances.

Remember that while Mother’s Day commemorates the special bond that moth-
ers have with their children, many of the items I list above apply to gay and lesbian 
couples who might not have kids. By following the above suggestions — at least those 
which apply to your family — you can help strengthen the bonds of love and caring 
throughout your lifetime and beyond.
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This year the event will be on a Saturday and will run from Noon to 9 p.m. There will 
be various vendors and exhibitors, a kids area, food & beverages, and the pride stage 
with an impressive backdrop of the Illinois State Capitol. Various musical performers 
will be featured throughout the day, with headliner comedian Suzanne Westenhoefer, 
performing at 6 p.m. 

Entertainers set as of presstime include Hurricane Ruth, Summer Osborne, Ben Bed-
ford, Carla Sloan, The Josie Lowder Band, Brett Basil, AntiGravity and the Capital City 
Men’s Chorus.

There will also be drag performances by Deanna Knight, Ms Stacy Ames, Jericha 
Knight, Veer Pratrap Singh, Latonya Manroe Michaels Larough and Sara Belle Knight.

“This event is free, is a family fun event and open to all. We would love to have 3,000 
again this year and are hoping for more!” Cooley noted.

To kick off PrideFest there will be a lesbian, gay, bi and trans film festival at the Legacy 
Theatre Wednesday and Thursday, 16th & 17th May, plus a late show after PrideFest 
on the 19th and another on Sunday 20th May. 

In addition on Friday night the 18th, Suzanne Westenhoefer will perform at the Legacy 
Theatre at 8 p.m. Tickets are available at several levels including $50 for a VIP ticket 
which includes up-front seating and a meet & greet with food & drink after the show. 

There will also be general admission for $25 in advance ($30 the night of the show). 
For more information call 217/528-5253 or go to www.springfieldpride.org or www.
atthelegacy.com

Following Springfield, there will be a gap in prides in the region for a couple weeks be-
fore the busy first weekend of June. That’s when Dayton, Spencer, Indiana, Davenport, 
Iowa and The Picnic In The Park by Northwest Indiana Pride is set in Portage.

Check out the June Inside Pride® pull-out section of The Word for a full run-down of 
area prides, as well maps, schedules and directions. The issue hits newsstands on Tues-
day 22nd May as well as online at www.thegayword.com

The Word is a proud sponsor of Springfield Pride and we also look forward to seeing 
you at our booth there!

Pink In 
The Sheets

By Mz. Pink / Word Columnist 

...Is on vacation this month and will return with the June issue.

Continued From The Front Page

Springfield Pride 
Kicks Off Season 

With 19th May 
PrideFest Event
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Your Vote 
Counts

Continued From Page Six

FEEL ALL THE STRESS & TENSION
MELT FROM YOUR BODY

UNDER THE HANDS
OF A NATIONALLY-CERTIFIED

MASSAGE THERAPIST

 INCREDIBLE 
90 Minute MASSAGE 

FOR JUST $60
CLINIC LOCATED On East 86th Street In The Nora Area

CALL RON AT
(317) 902-2796

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE
WITH QUALITY MASSAGE!

Board had to agree. No it wasn’t political. It was legal. Yet he never changed his voting 
address until he had to in order to vote. Indiana’s representatives in Congress have 
long dodged this touchy issue. Some creatively. Indiana law requires a voter to have 
a solid address. The same laws require Indiana’s senators and Congress-critters to be 
registered voters.

But voter registration officials have long turned their heads while our congressional 
delegation ‘rented’ a room from a relative or similarly skirted the issue. A few members 
of our congressional delegation have kept Indiana homes. But, if you’re not wealthy 
the maintenance of two homes is expensive and difficult. And if you’ve got young kids 
you’d like to see them more than at weekends.

Of Indiana’s U.S. Senators in the last 30-plus years, only Evan Bayh maintained a regu-
lar, real home in the state. He had a small condominium on the far northside. Bought 
it. Mortgaged it. Paid the monthly maintenance fees. Stayed in it sometimes, too.

But Dick Lugar thinks he’s somehow different. All Lugar had to do was negotiate a 
simple lease agreement with any number of  friends. One of his comrades in foreign-
affairs brilliance, Democratic U.S.Rep. Lee Hamilton, is said to have rented a room in 
a friend’s Brown County home for many years to maintain “residency.”

Yet Sen. Lugar steadfastly refused to find another Indiana “home.” His family moved 
to suburban Washington, D.C. — all his children attended Virginia schools and his 
wife apparently loves it there. Thirty-six years worth.

Whether it was hubris or arrogance or political stupidity here’s hoping he can sur-
vive.   Because it will be fun to solicit his support for the repeal of DOMA. At least for 
another eight months.

SOUTH BEND VICTORY; OTHERS SOON?

While Indiana’s arcane legislature continues to muddle through 1950s-era Marriage 
legislation, more gay, lesbian, bi and trans Hoosiers seek and gain civil rights.

South Bend’s Common Council voted 6-3 a few weeks ago to adopt a comprehensive 
Human Rights Ordinance — one of the strongest in Indiana.  

Five of the six affirmative votes campaigned on the issue last year and won easily. They 
picked up another vote at the meeting.

Twenty-seven speakers lined up to support the ordinance in front of a packed chamber, 
with overflow seating in the hallways. They followed the passionate opening remarks 
of newly-elected Mayor Pete Buttigieg, whose leadership was spectacular.  

Those speakers represented all walks of life, all ages, they were as diverse as you could 
imagine. Their public testimony took the council well into the following morning, 
when, at about 1.30, the final vote came.

Favourite witness: an Afghan war vet who said to the council that he’s fought for 
American rights and freedoms. And then, with a stern but respectful look, said: “And 
if any of you want to tell me I can’t have civil rights, I’ll be sitting right over there on 
the front row. Come and tell me to my face.”  He pointed to an empty seat beside his 
boyfriend.

Stay tuned: Evansville just passed an HRO and Vanderburgh County is considering 
one. At least two other Indiana municipalities are considering similar moves, too, to 
join Bloomington, Indianapolis, Ft. Wayne and both Lafayette and West Lafayette.

Full disclosure: as president of Indiana Equality Action, I participated in the South 
Bend organisation and lobbying effort and it was gratifying to be in the council cham-
ber on that historic night. It proved to me that the government closest to the people 
can often get it right and do so quicker than the legislature which is far behind its 
public on this issue.

A courageous mayor and majority of councillors in South Bend stood up to some 
pretty ugly and ridiculous anti-HRO lobbying. 

All the typical “no” arguments were used, but the crowd was at least 3-1 in favour and 
the organisational efforts were successful. A very, very humbling evening. 

Charles would’ve been proud.  

Who’s Charles?  Glad you asked.

‘A PROUD BLACK GAY MAN’

Charles L. Hall, IU Law grad, Purdue track athlete and grad and Manual High School 
grad, was a very dear friend of my partner and myself. He was a civil libertarian to his 
core. He pushed and encouraged me to fight for gay, lesbian, bi and trans rights.

His common response when he confronted racism was the same as when he encoun-
tered gay-bashing: “I’m a proud black gay man. Civil rights is just right.”

He left us too soon on a dreadful December night in 2010.  He and I always wanted to 
start a t-shirt company with smart-ass sayings emblazoned on them. One of his (print-
able) favourites: “Human Rights Now.”

Yep. So good on you, Evansville and South bend city leaders. Human Rights Now, 
indeed. May your tribe multiply.

For Really Clean 
Windows, Go
Streak Free!

Indy’s Residential  & 
Commercial Window 

Cleaning Service,         
Offering Power Washing 
& Gutter Cleaning, Too!

For The Best View In Town... Call Streak Free!
889.8017 or 694.4819
streakfree77@att.net
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May 19 through July 21, 2012

12:00 to 4:00, Tuesday through Saturday
Opening Reception on Friday, May 18 • 6pm to 8pm

Grunwald Gallery of Art • Indiana University

1201 East 7th Street • Bloomington, Indiana

 

kinseyinstitute.org

The Kinsey Institute
    Juried Art Show

Open House
Saturday, May 19 • 11am to 2pm

Kinsey Institute • Morrison Hall • 1165 E. 3rd Street

Raw and Pink • John Paradiso

Check out the Venetian Burlesque Ball
May 19 at Jake’s Nightclub

Doors open at 9pm • 419 North Walnut Street

Travel information is available at visitbloomington.org.
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EUREKA SPRINGS, Arkansas—The reac-
tion you get when you tell folks around 
here that you are going to Arkansas for 
a short vacation or long weekend is like 
telling them you are going to get a tooth 
pulled. Usually you get a lot of “Ah whys” 
or “Can’t you find anywhere better?” 
answers, but in truth if you look care-
fully at an Arkansas map (or type it on 
on Google) near the northwest corner 
you will spot this haven of individuality 
and gayness just a few miles south of the 
Missouri line — and it’s here we recently 
travelled for a few days of wonderful 
scenery and really neat sight-seeing.

If you are one who heads to Boystown in 
Chicago or New York Pride you might not 
be thrilled with the slow-paced lifestyle of 
the place they call “Eureka” but in truth 
it’s a wonderful time and a great spot for 
a weekend or more. 

The town itself is old, quaint and in some 
ways laid out in very unusual patterns. 
It’s one of the few places where the entire 
town is on the National Register of His-
toric Places, too. Locals brag “even our 
streets aren’t straight” because there are 
supposedly no 90-degree intersections — 
and we confess to not spotting any. There 
are also no level streets as everything 

has hills or steps 
or both (That’s 
partner Ivan pho-
tographing one of 
the many sets we 
saw.), so hit the 
gym first or like 
us you might find 
yourself panting 
furiously (or stop-
ping for rests) a 
lot of the time.

That aside, it’s 
hard to find a 
more picturesque 
town anywhere. 
There are art gal-
leries, restaurants 
and it seems most 
everywhere has 
their pride flags 
or outward hints 
displayed. 

We found a whole 
counter filled 
with gay publica-
tions at the “Inn 
Convenience 
Store” and started 
chatting with the 
owner, who put us 
on to the former 
owner and before 
long his partner 
called to say they 
now run the Mag-
netic Valley Resort 

just outside town and wanting to know if 
we had time to visit. Sadly, we didn’t but 
it’s on the next trip’s itinerary for sure.

What he did tell us is the town’s 2,073 
people are about a third gay and lesbian 
“and we have over 100 gay-identified 
businesses in the area, too.” The flags are 
not just flying for fun, but because the 

town really IS pride all year round.

We checked into the 1905 Basin Park Ho-
tel. That’s partner Anthony in the lobby 
above. It should be mentioned I’d last 
been there with my late parents and still 
alive & well sister Kay about 1965. 

Stepping in the doors, despite a moderni-
sation and renovation in the mid-90s 

Relaxing? Partying? Or Outdoor Sports?? Here’s A Town To Make You Say Eureka!
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Relaxing? Partying? Or Outdoor Sports?? Here’s A Town To Make You Say Eureka!
it was still recognisable. The old elevator still ran (Mostly, though we did have to walk 
up to the 3rd floor once.), the rooms, while having all new electrical, cable TV and free 
WiFi were definitely quirky — like the bathroom door which when closed would creak 
loudly then open as if one of the hotel’s reported ghosts was waiting his turn! — and 
the floors were uneven.

The king sized bed was obviously new, the modern touches apparent — from the classy 
shampoo and essentials in the room to soft linens and The Serenity Spa on the 2nd 
floor — but right next to the room door was a glass-framed 1905-era fuse box (com-
plete with fuses) and a sign indicating it had been left to view “for historical purposes” 
while no longer in use.

The hotel has several restaurants and dinner at The Balcony Restaurant and Bar was 
not only great, but as it was a slow night we got to dine at the railing overlooking 
Eureka Springs’ main street. We also had a Chicago transplant for a waiter as he and 
his husband (who works in the 6th floor rooftop bar) decided to give up the big city for 
something better a couple years ago. We asked if he’d ever looked back and he told us, 
“No, now I wake up, go out onto my own balcony at home and have coffee overlooking 
lovely mountains. I don’t pay for parking my car or $1,000 a month for a ghetto apart-
ment like I did in Chicago, either.”  The former graphic artist said the town became 
the gay and quaint capital of Arkansas after a 70s bust cycle. “That’s when a lot of the 
businesses closed and the town had cheap living and available stores, so a lot of the 
gays, pot-heads and laid-back folks came in.” The transformation is obvious as the 
town is filled nuts-to-butts during season and at three local pride events each year. This 
year’s Diversity Prides are scheduled for Spring (already past 6-8 April); Summer (3-5 
August) and Fall (2-4 November). 

Info is online at www.diversitypride.com and we were told “reserve early” if you plan 
to stay.

And stay you will want to. Not only to shop the stores which inhabit the main street, 
but to hike and canoe in nearby 
Ozarks and to enjoy one of 
several gay bars the town hosts. 
There’s also a domestic partner 
registry and a number of spots 
actively promote their wedding 
ceremonies. Plus there are hid-
den restaurants, walkways and 
did we mention steps? The town 
is built into the side of a moun-
tain which is why the Basin Park 
Hotel has seven floors — all on 
ground level. And it’s also why to 
get from A to B the usual choice 
is 200 or more steps leading from 
one spot to the next.  Bring boots 
or walking shoes and leave the 
formal stuff home as the dress 

here is as casual as the Arkansas accents one hears everywhere.

The town’s shops, by the way, have everything from locally-made fudge and fun t-shirts 
to kitchen gadgets and a sprinkling of Chinese-made tat (which is British slang for 
junk) which seems to hit every tourist town. But if you look past the obvious you will 
see the unusual.

One shop is in a former bank. At another we bought a t-shirt and had what the owner 
said is a “working rabbit” on the counter. We scoffed though we petted the rabbit until 
we paid. The rabbit then was handed our credit card. Obediently she took it in her 
teeth and turned to hand it back. Same with the pen and receipt so we could sign and 
finally she handed us the bag containing our shirt. The rabbit got a pet and treat and 
we left smiling. Working rabbit indeed!

But that’s the kind of place Eureka is....welcoming, gay-friendly and above all eclectic 
in a fun and affordable way. Which means a few words about pricing are called-for. It 
is not cheap (though you can camp ouside town in the hills), but if you are used to Key 
West, Palm Springs and P-town prices you will be pleasantly surprised — especially if 
you hit either right before “season” as we did or after. Season, we are told is Memorial 
Day thru Labour Day though a few days before and after are also busy. Out of sea-
son, we got a “superior” room at the Basin Park for $105 including parking and WiFi, 
though a lesser room was available for $84. Dinner was under $40 for three and lunch 

under $35. Don’t miss a breakfast or snack at the cave in the Basin Park lobby where a 
real cliff meets the floor (careful of the steps!) and fresh muffins and breakfasts can be 
had for $10 and under. There’s also a gift shop and a selection of Arkansas crafts, but 
to be honest there are so many shops along the streets you won’t he desperate to find 
a souvenir or gift. They will come to you. Think Nashville, Indiana, Gaitlinburg, Bar 
Harbour and more all on steroids and you get the pitcure.

We guarantee if you mix a day in town and one in the countryside driving, canoeing 
or hiking around you can have a wonderful weekend. Stretch it to four or five days 
and you can really see that Eureka Springs is truly a gem within an easy drive of most 
readers and (in today’s pricing) within a couple tanks of gas. If you get bored (not 
likely) you can explore the nearby towns of Mountain Home, Yellville or Harrison, 
too, or go cave diving or hike through a waterfall in a creek so clear and clean you can 
reach down and have a drink at your feet.

One final note: If you happen to be one of the community who is into motorcycles, this 
area is super bike-friendly, too. One hotel outside town even has a sign stating they 
won’t accept visitors who drive in on more than two wheels.

What was that we said about eclectic? Eccentric? Diverse? And special?

Don’t miss a chance to visit because just like those who came in the 1800s and early 
1900s to “take the waters” and leave cured, Eureka Springs is guaranteed to fix the 
blues, the break-ups or whatever ails you. We promise a gay old time, too!
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101 South Harding Street
Indianapolis

Unique 1 & 2
Bedroom Homes

Stainless Steel Appliances
Electric Range

Built-in Microwave
Washer & Dryer Included

New Cherry Cabinets
Exposed Concrete Floors

Historic Red Brick

www.coredevelopment.com
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By Dr. Fred Schloemer, LCSW / Louisville

Outside 
The Box

Author’s note: Knowing that I live in the Henryville, Indiana area, publisher Ted Fleis-
chaker suggested I depart from my usual Q & A format this month and write a personal 
perspective on the tornadoes that recently struck this region. While I liked Ted’s sugges-
tion, I also found this an unusually hard column to write, since so many friends and 
neighbours were affected so dramatically by the storms. That said, I’ll add, “Ted, you got it 
right again,” as the process of researching and writing this piece revealed some troubling 
facts about the shabby way insurance companies and others treat victims of natural dis-
asters. I hope that, through knowing these facts, readers can make their voices heard and 
advocate for better treatment of disaster victims.

Like 2001’s September 11th, the date of 2 March 2012 will go down in history as one 
that is etched in the minds of many people, especially residents of Southern Indiana. 
Shortly after 3 p.m. that day, multiple tornado vortexes tore through the region, hitting 
the town of Henryville and surrounding communities especially hard.

By day’s end, newscasters across the nation were describing these storms as the most 
deadly and destructive ever recorded for the area. Throughout Southern Indiana and 
Kentucky, dozens of lives were lost, hundreds of people were injured and thousands of 
businesses, homes, barns and other structures were destroyed or sustained major dam-
age. 

We may never know exactly how many beloved family pets and livestock were lost. To 
date, the total price tag for all of the damage done has yet to be determined.

As always happens at these times, stories of tremendous courage and heroism were the 
first to surface – we all need to feel good about something in the face of such remind-
ers from Mother Nature that the world can be a very scary, unsafe place to live. 

A woman in Henryville lost her legs sheltering her two children with her body. Volun-
teers rushed to the area, spending days, soon to become weeks, at first searching the 
rubble for survivors, and later helping with the cleanup and initial rebuilding efforts. 
EMTs, veterinarians, builders and others showed up immediately and generously do-
nated their services.

But soon, the seamier underside of the story began to surface as well. Tales emerged of 
looters and unscrupulous contractors swooping down on victims, taking advantage of 
their misfortune. 

A family I know in Henryville felt blessed to have an out-of-state contractor show up 
almost right away to fix their roof – until they got the bill, which revealed that the con-
tractor had overcharged them by many times the normal rate for the service. 

Other families complained of contractors offering to make repairs and then finding out 
that the contractors weren’t even licensed businesses.

My guess is that most of us would never have believed who some of the most trouble-
some players of all were in this sad situation -- insurance companies! 

A man I interviewed in Henryville, who asked to remain anonymous, reported that 
his insurance company, (a huge national firm that advertises widely about its great 
customer care) has forced him to relate to six different agents about the damages he’s 
sustained; one agent about the damage to his outbuildings, another agent about the 
damage to his house, another agent about the damage to furnishings inside the house, 
etc. Despite all his communications with these various agents, as of this writing, 29 
days after the tornadoes, he has yet to receive a penny from his insurance company. 

As the man stated, “It’s clearly designed to beat you down so hard when you’re already 
totally depleted that you just give up and forget the claim.” We can only hope Luci-
fer reserves a special floor in hell for the insurance representatives who treat people 
whose lives have just been turned upside down so poorly.

Lest we focus solely on his frustration, the man also considers himself lucky to have 
any property left at all and the insurance coverage to reimburse him for the damages 
to it, even if that does take a while. 

Two neighbours across the street from him lost everything. Nothing is left of their 
homes at all, and at least one of those neighbours had no insurance; they had forgot-
ten to pay their premiums and their coverage had lapsed. 

Reportedly, an estimated 40% or more of residents in the affected area had no home-
owners or renters insurance. In the present struggling economy, many people in this 
largely rural region are doing well just to keep food on their tables and gas in their 

cars. “Given all that, I feel pretty lucky that my biggest headache is dealing with dif-
ficult insurance people,” the man says.

He had some further wisdom to impart, passed on to him by some of the volunteers 
who came to help him. In support of the idea that human beings can be incredibly lov-
ing and giving creatures, (and in spite of some of the horror stories shared above), he 
found that some of the first responders to his need were people from Kansas who had 
only one month previously experienced devastating losses themselves due to tornadoes 
in their area. Here’s what they had to say to him:

“You’re in the spotlight presently, but you won’t be in just a few weeks. If you need 
something, speak out now. Talk to the press, talk to the television and radio stations. 
Advocate for your own needs. Another natural disaster will happen somewhere else in 
the world soon and when it does, you and your needs will soon be forgotten.” Sadly, 
that is indeed what has happened. For weeks after the disaster, the man says he had 
15 – 20 volunteers appear at his place every morning; today, none. Although he notes 
the Red Cross, Salvation Army and other NGOs are still active in the area, he adds that 
their outreach is less proactive than the volunteers who just appeared on his doorstep. 
“They make you come to them, present your ID, and prove you need help before they 
offer assistance,” he says.

So what can we learn from traumatic events such as these? The chief lesson the man 
says he’s learned is this: “People … family and friends and helpful strangers are all that 
really matter … the rest is just ‘stuff’ that can be replaced.” 

Lesson two would be to get insurance! If you think you have it, check to make sure 
your coverage is active and look carefully at the terms of your policy. Ask your agent 
exactly what will happen to you and how you will be treated if disaster strikes. 

Lesson three, don’t assume there’s nothing you can do to help just because you can’t 
lend a hand through physical labour. Donations of money, food and household goods 
will be needed for months to come.

Finally, if you are as incensed as I was to hear about the shoddy treatment some 
Southern Indiana residents received after the March disaster, write your local govern-
ment officials, state legislators and insurance commissioner to protest.

Fred Schloemer, Ed.D., LCSW is a gay therapist and author in the Kentuckiana area. 
Write him at FredSchloemer@aol.com.
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Jill A. Ditmire / Mass Ave Wine Shoppe

Jill’s
Swill

CREATURE COMFORTS

Lets face it. At one time or another we buy a bottle of wine because of the LABEL. The 
colour, the style, the creature on it grabs our attention and says BUY ME! Sadly, many 
bottles that look good on the outside don’t taste good on the inside. 

But that’s not the case for a line of German wines making a long awaited and much 
anticipated debut in the Indiana  market. 

Indianapolis architect Jim Lingenfelter of  Five2Five Design Studio designed my wine 
shoppe four years ago. At the time he told me about his German wine-making cousin 
Rainer Lingenfelder, and gave me a bottle of Rainer’s Pfalz region riesling to taste. 
It was delicious so I started talking with some local distributors to see if they would 
bring it in.   

A month ago my rep Angela with Vino LeFebvre distributing sent me an e-mail that 
said, “We are getting Lingenfelder wines from Germany soon. Would you like to try 
them?” So two weeks ago we tried the wines. I invited Jim and his wife Georgia to 
taste them with us since they knew cousin Rainer’s work first-hand. 

The first thing I noticed about the bottles was the label. It looked like a fairytale tap-
estry from a European castle with soothing, rich colours, flora, fauna and a critter or 
two. 

Turns out the labels were designed by one of the best in the business, California label 
designer Chuck House. 

We opened and tasted the wines. The label conjures up images of a fairytale but the 
juice inside is a pleasurable reality of balanced fruit, acidity and style. So how does a 
wine from Germany get a label designed by a guy from California and end up in wine 
shoppes in the Midwest? 

“He saw us as what we are: grape growers strongly connected to the land and the 
vineyards for over 13 generations”, says winemaker Rainer Lingenfelder via an e-mail 
interview. (Oh, how I love 21st Century journalism!) “So you find vines on the label 
and the soil, that’s what makes a truly authentic wine – not the winemaker. Chuck then 
added a little creature, an element of light-heartedness and fun”. 

The little creatures include a hare on the Gewurztraminer, a fish on the Mosel riesling, 
a bird on the Pfalz riesling and a fox on the dry style red, dornfelder wine. Rainer’s 
talents for creating customer friendly wines were a success and so was the label. So 
much so, that customers didn’t ask for the “Lingenfelder Riesling” they asked for “the 
fabulous bird label”. When it came time to add the stelvin screw cap to the bottle 
Rainer gave them the bird too — so to speak. 

“As I didn’t want to spoil the label which had already been designed and I didn’t have 
the money to go back to the artist to develop an icon for the capsule I did it myself “, 
says Rainer. “Based on the Lingenfelder font I sent the screw cap manufacturer the 
words “bird label” and drew a silhouette of the bird based on the artist’s original de-
sign. The added benefit for retailers was that from the cap the wine was easily recog-
nisable in the rack.”

My last e-question to Rainer is one I ask of all the winemakers I interview. His re-
sponse is indicative of his spirit which is so wonderfully expressed in his wines. 

JILL: If you were shipwrecked on an island and a case of wine washed ashore... what 
would you hope to find inside?

Rainer:  “Presumably it is a beautiful sunny and warm island where I am washed 
ashore with sandy beaches, coconut trees, a coral reef around it (I probably wouldn’t 
have been shipwrecked otherwise.) and refreshing waterfalls. A little inland I hope to 
find mostly white wine in my treasure case. I’d be particularly pleased to find white 
wines that are refreshing and light and therefore most suitable for warm and sunny 
weather. They’d also go nicely with the fish I would attempt catching to grill on the 
beach. 

Well – now, what is the most light, refreshing and yet flavourful wine in the world?  
“Riesling!”, I am not surprised you guessed it as it is just the best choice for an island 
in the sun (and the Summer in Indiana ;-)  But as I always love a little variety I’d be 
thrilled if I’d also find some wine of the rare but exciting Scheurebe grape. I call it 
shoy. Shoy is the “son of Riesling”, is best on the dry side, has a little extra spice and 
some grapefruit tang at the end of the palate. 

As it can get a little cooler on my island in the evenings, when the sun has set I’d hope 
to find at least one red. Usually my red choice is definitely Pinot Noir, but when ship-
wrecked on a beautiful island I think I’d be more pleased to find a Dornfelder slightly 
on the sweeter side in the bottom of my treasure case. Wine from the Dornfelder grape 
makes an interestingly versatile wine. I would drink it in the evenings as it is, straight 
from the case, but would deposit a bottle in the freshwater creek under the waterfall, 
so that I can drink it nicely chilled with grilled tuna for lunch, hmm yummy  . . . if I 
manage to catch a tuna, that is; if not, well then it’ll have to be Riesling with lobster 
;-)”.

You can experience Rainer’s playfulness in bottle and label as his “creatures” are avail-
able in the Indianapolis area. Here are the ones that have finally found a loving home 
on The Wall of Wine at my shoppe at 878 Massachusetts Avenue:

> 2010 Mosel Riesling (FISH) crisp,delicate, off dry aromas and flavours of apricot, 
white peach, hint of honeysuckle.

> 2007 Riesling (BIRD) traditional German dry style riesling; soft aromas of petrol and 
lanolin, subtle white peach and wet stones/mineral finish.

> 2005 Gewurztraminer(HARE) Dry style spicy nosed white wine; notes of cardamom, 
clove with clean mineral mid palate and refreshing finish. 

>2009 MAX Dornfelder — sweet rich red with notes of black cherry and cassis. 

If You Want To Reach Customers 
All Over The Region, Reach For 
The Phone & Call Us! Anything 

Else Would Be A Wrong 
Number! 317/725.8840
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The Gray Agency
(317) 624-1934

INSURANCE
Because You 
Never Know 
When The 

Need Might 
Arise!

Proudly Keeping It In The Family
With An Agent You Can Talk To!

For All Your Insurance Needs: 
Auto * Home * Renters * Life * Health

In Any Season Nothing 
Is As Convenient As 
Free Indoor Parking 

At Your Door!

*Hardwood floors,
*16ft. ceilings
*2 Blocks To Circle Centre
*1 Block To Lilly
*Supermarket Within 1 Mile
*Easy Interstate Access
*Free Indoor Parking Included

Rents From Just 
$775-$1800 Monthly

Immediate Occupancy!

A Taste Of Manhattan In 
Downtown Indianapolis!

Call 
800.849.4853
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Hackin’ 
The Net

By Ted Fleischaker / Word Publisher 
It’s not always easy to say when something, or someone, is full. For we humans there 
comes an “I can’t eat another bite!” moment. And for things like trash bags and car gas 
tanks there’s an obvious time when nothing more will or can fit. The same is true for 
your computer, iPad or phone, but many of us fail to get the hints. Unlike people who 
say “I’m stuffed” or trash bags which rip out, often the hints that our computer needs 
more space or RAM (more of that in a second) are much less obvious which is why it’s 
always a good idea to keep tabs on what you are doing and how much space it’s using.

This is espectially true when it comes to many of the current data-hungry applications 
and storage hogs. Back in the really old days, all programmes came on floppies. My 
first computer was an early 80s Kaypro. It looked 
like that one at right, which I found on www.old-
computers.net It had no storage at all, but ran off 
two huge 5 1/4 inch floppies. The programme was 
on one which would go into one of the two slots, 
load and then once the work was complete, 
it was saved to the 2nd disc. There was noth-
ing left when one popped out the floppies and walked away with them.

But then came the newer generations...my Apple SE 30 had storage, and every com-
puter I have used since. And without exception, I have upgraded the amount every 
time I changed computers because I was simply running out of space. And that was 
before we even had Facebooks, all the interactive and multi-player games we seem to 
enjoy or things like iTunes or iPhoto which use a lot of space on those hard drives stor-
ing our pics and music.

The topic for this column hit me a few weeks ago when partner Ivan’s mother called 
to say her MacBook was struggling a bit and he had her check. Sure enough she had 
all but maxed out the storage space which came with it — 2 gigabytes — forcing the 
computer to slow down and limp along because there was simply not enough room for 
what she was trying to work with and save. 

Then there’s the issue of RAM. That stands for Rapid Access Memory, by the way. 
Think of it as now and the old days in your brain. RAM is you thinking right now “I 
have to stop because that traffic light is red!” and doing so. The longer memory might 
say “I recall mom had a wreck at this corner in 1987.” It’s stored somewhere but it’s 
not something you need to recall in time to stop and avoid that same wreck.

And Ivan’s mother was also at the end of her RAM as she (like me, you and almost 
everyone I know) seems to open more and more programmes at the same time. Using 
the above analogy, it’s like driving and watching for the light to turn, talking on your 
cell phone, trying to stop the kids from fighting AND having coffee! At some point your 
thoughts are so fragmented that you will miss somthing or wreck because you were 
not paying full attention to the road.

While you won’t be wrapped around a phone pole if this happens, your computer can 
slow to a crawl, open applications will crash and sometimes things will just lock up 
and a reboot to clear all the distractions is the only way out.

If it happens when one or two of the open applicatins are ones you NEED — like your 
financial records or a job you were doing for work — it can not only be frustrating, but 
you might lose all or part of your work and have to start over. In a worst case scenario, 
you might also find the programme became corrupted when it crashed and you will 
not have any or all of the data to make it run when it gets restored.

Recall what we have said repeatedly about backing up, saving and using an external 
drive? This really is important.

But the hard lessons aside, slow or no go is not fun. It can cause frustration and more, 
so now would be a good time to do a bit of Spring cleaning on your computer as well 
as in your front garden.  Start by seeing how much memory you have and how much 
you are using. On a Mac that’s simple — just click the “Apple” in the upper left of your 
screen and use the pull down to get “about this Mac” to show.  PCs work similarly and 
see how much space you have. If you are on an iPhone or pad plug it in and let iTunes 
tell you. There’s even a cool screen showing different colours for the storage you are 
using and what’s still free.

Also see how many apps you have open. If you tend not to close ones you used hours 
— or days — ago start making a resoltuon to do so. Those open apps running in the 
background are hogging that RAM which will run out. Think again of those distrac-

tions in the car. Minimise them and you can pay full attention to the road ahead. Close 
anything you are not using, be sure to save any work you have open in it and if need be 
reboot so that you will get back some of that memory.

You can also take your cleaning beyond the obvious. If you never use Google Earth 
or Real Player or that game you quit playing about 2008, it is a good idea to take the 
app and throw it away. When my dad died a few years ago we found things he had not 
used in years sitting on his hard drive. They took up space, were old verions or often 
outdated programmes and many of them opened when he started the computer.  You 
may do as you wish, but at our house all systems open to blank screens. That way I am 
100% sure nothing from the past session will open and take up space for what I am do-
ing now. On Macs that means unclicking that “reopen windows when logging back in” 
box. The same is true on your internet browsers. Mine open with a blank page.

Also a cache is a great thing. Say you go to the same site every day to check, for ex-
ample, the weather radar. If you do, a cached “kept” copy of what you used is likely 
retained by the computer so all the browser has to do is download the latest image. 
The background etc. are retrieved from what’s been saved meaning it opens faster next 
time, BUT the down side is all those website bits are retained on — you guessed it — 
your computer where they take up space.  

I try and clear my cache weekly, though some folks never do it and others do it daily. 
There are browser controls you can set to tell the software to do it every day, week or 
never. Keep in mind the next time I load the radar it will take a bit longer to get all the 
bits and show because I’m grabbing it from the net each time, not storing parts of on 
my machine taking up space.

There’s also the issue of cookies. These are “bits” of info many sites quietly leave on 
your computer. They can be good — like recalling those passwords you don’t want to 
type over and over — or bad — like telling a company selling say travel that you have 
looked at hotels in Chattanooga twice so suddenly you find yourself seeing ads for 
hotels there. 

Some have been used to target ads to users browsing and others for far less savoury 
purposes. How prevalent are they? A recent check showed over 400 cookies on our 
system and that was just six weeks after we’d cleared them out last.

Do keep in mind that some cookies are good things. If you don’t want to type the 
whole password for your Gmail every time, a cookie/saved memory can finish it once 
you start. Same for filling in other info for places you surf a lot. It doesn’t work for 
bank or secure sites so don’t fear your info being stolen, but for what I call those nui-
sance passwords, like to log into Classic FM or your Monopoly game it can be handy 
to use them and type less.

Just keep in mind they are there, can be cleared and turned off (check browser prefer-
ences) and again, they take up space. 

Finally, and that’s a photo of Ivan doing it below, you can spring for adding RAM chips. 
They cost as little as $15 and can double or treble your available space, depending how 
many open slots your set-up has. 

Ivan’s mom went from two gigs to four for under $35. Just know what you are doing 
before you open the 
back and slip those new 
chips into the slots, 
find someone who does 
know or go see the Ge-
nius Bar or Geek Squad 
and have it done profes-
sionally.

So the moral this month 
is know how much 
space you’re using and 
watch for the signs 
of RAM or memory 
becoming maxed out. 
And when you shop for 
a computer be realistic. 
If you need more space 
buy one with sufficient 
RAM or memory in the 
first place. It might add 
$50 or $100 to the price 
advertised, but that 
beats a crash and loss of 
your data any day.
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Politics & Playtime In Ohio
From 
marches 
in Oxford, 
Cincinnati & 
Fairfield in 
support of 
gay rights, 
to rehearsals 
for Dayton 
Pride, it’s 
been a busy 
time in the 
Buckeye 
State. 

Word 
Photos By 
John Gebhardt 
& Michael X. 
Chanak.
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946 S Meridian St 
Indianapolis, IN  
317-974-1100 
www.iozzos.com 

See You at 
I O Z Z O ‘ S 

Indy’s Newest 
Oldest  
Italian  

Restaurant 

Originally  
Established 

1930 
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With Farmers, quality coverage 
is available to virtually everyone. 
So, if  you are an individual with 
a history of  accidents, driving

infractions, a poor driving record,
or even bad credit, give me a call

and let’s see how I can help 
get you back on track.

You don’t need 
a perfect driving record 

to save on auto insurance.

We don’t judge.
We insure.

WE ARE 
FARMERS

513-275-1968

Cincinnati Area District Office

9050 CENTRE POINTE DR STE 110
WEST CHESTER, OH 45069-4893
http://www.farmersagent.com/slynch

CALL TODAY 
AND GET  
COVERED!

Your Local Agent | 















Sunday, May 20—oon to 2:00 pm 
Dr. Margaret Cochran Seminar 

How to Use The Enneagram as a Tool to  
Understand Yourself and Your  

Relationships With Others  







 









unityofindy.com 
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Sheila's 
Column

By Sheila Kennedy

We’ve all heard the litany. If government respects the civil rights of Christians 
— and if human rights agencies protect those Christians from being picked on 
because of their beliefs — that’s simply government protecting equal rights.

If government treats lesbian, gay, bi and trans folks just like it treats everyone 
else — if it orders those same human rights agencies to protect gay folks from 
being picked on because of their sexual orientation — that’s “special rights.” 

When laws protect Christians, that isn’t a violation of the religious liberty of 
Jews, Muslims or atheists — it is a simple recognition that all religious people 
are entitled to hold their beliefs freely without fear of discrimination. 

But if laws protect gays and lesbians that’s an impermissible endorsement of 
the “gay lifestyle” and a violation of the religious liberty of those Christians who 
condemn homosexuality.

I routinely encounter people who hold these logically incompatible beliefs, and 
to be honest, I’m getting testy. 

One of these days, I’m going to get in the face of one of these “Christian Nation” 
folks and demand to know just how they manage to twist the definition of “lib-
erty” to mean their  right to impose their beliefs on those who don’t share them.

We’ve had the “special rights” accusation — lame as it is — for quite some time. 
But the charge that requiring businesses to treat people fairly violates “religious 
liberty” is a relatively new wrinkle on that argument — and it is driving me up 
the wall.  

Recently I attended a hearing at which the South Bend, Indiana, Common 
Council was considering the addition of sexual orientation and gender identity 
to the categories covered by the city’s Human Rights Ordinance. 

The measure passed handily, but not before a number of people asserted that 
forcing them to hire or retain qualified gay, lesbian, bi & trans workers or rent 
to same-sex couples would violate their religious freedom. 

Very similar claims were made when the Obama Administration ruled that 
employer-provided health insurance had to cover birth control for employees 
who wanted it.

The argument seems to be that government can never interfere with me if I am 
acting on the basis of a genuine religious belief. That, needless to say, is not and 
never has been the law. I may sincerely believe that I should sacrifice my first 
born or deny my child medical treatment or smoke peyote during a religious 
ceremony, but the law doesn’t allow me to do any of those things — or hundreds 
of others — merely because I claim a genuine belief that God wants me to.

One reason that isn’t the law should be fairly obvious, at least to rational people. 
How on earth would we know that an employer was denying women workers 
birth control because he believed its use to be sinful and not just because he 
wanted to save a few bucks? 

How would we know whether a landlord’s refusal to rent an apartment to a gay 
single or a same-sex couple was motivated by theology rather than by garden-
variety homophobia?

This is the same problem prosecutors now face in the Trayvon Martin shooting, 
under the ridiculous “Stand Your Ground” law. Self-defence has always been a 
defence to a charge of murder — but only as part of a trial, after an initial ar-
rest. 

Stand Your Ground laws are self-defence on steroids; they allow anyone to make 
a subjective claim that the government must treat as objectively true. Such a 
practice is simply contrary to the rule of law.

Religious liberty means that each of us has the right to believe what we wish, to 
follow the dictates of our consciences and theologies and to observe the tenets 
of our faiths so long as we do not thereby infringe the equal rights of others. 

Religious liberty is not a “get out of jail free” card allowing us to deny an equal 
right to liberty to people we don’t like. 
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By DJ "Miss" Hill / MJ's Cafe / Dayton

Music 
Corner

Catch DJ “Miss” Hill at every Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at MJ’s Café in 
Dayton.

Hill’s Top 10. Based on dance floor results and requests (Not what he thinks is hot):

1 - David Guetta ft. Nicki Minaj - Turn Me On (Extended Mix)

2 - LMFAO - Rock Party Anthem

3 - Beyonce - Love On Top (John Rizzo Club Mix)

4 - Kelly Clarkson - What Doesn’t Kill You (Stronger)

5 - Madonna - Girls Gone Wild (Dave Aude Mix)

6 - Adele - Set Fire To The Rain (Moto Blanco Mix)

7 - Beyonce - Run The World (Dave Aude Mix)

8 - Rihanna ft Calvin Harris - We Found Love (Happy HotDog Club Mix)

9 - Jennifer Lopez featuring Pitbull - Dance Again

10 - Whitney Houston - The Jody Den Broder Megamix

Hey there!!! DJ “Miss” Hill here. I’m sayin’ the “YAAAAAY!” I can’t think of a damn 
quirky thing to put in here about May. What happens in May? No May flowers ’cause 
they popped up in April and now they’re dead. LOL. So, let’s just get to the mixes. Just 
a reminder: I’m not here to tell you what’s new but to let you know what remixes are 
out there whether through my record/video pool or from word of mouth. And keep 
one other thing in mind. I love high energy music that makes me smile and makes me 
move. 

Toni Braxton - I Heart You: She’s back! I’ve missed me some good Toni. And this one 
has me dancin’. She normally does a heavy ballad and is easily remixed into a crazy 
hot dance hit. Guess what? She starts out with a slow tune and wham...We’re dancing. 
The album version works great on its own. But, wow...We’re blessed with the Marc Pic-
chiotti Club Mix. This brings me back to the times when club music was club music. 
Love it. PS...The video is HOT! She knows what she’s doing for us gays. Yummy.

Fun featuring Janelle Monae - We Are Young: I was asked about this one and had never 
heard of it. There is a reason why — Blah. This is not something I could play in the 
bar. And it’s the right tempo for that awful dubstep which you get with the Feature 
Cuts Remix. Why? Congrats to the Johnny Tremz Remix for trying. Great stabs and 
drum rolls but not cutting it. Next month I’ll let you know if a real mix comes out. Not 
holding my breath.

Jason Derulow - Breathing: This new pop music is making my job hard. Everyone is 
putting out danceable stuff these days leaving little to do for the DJ’s/Producers/Remix-
ers. However... One of my favourite duos managed to accomplish this tedious task. I’m 
loving the Razor N Guido Mix. We’re going from pop hit to club hit. I’m playing this 
one.

Jennifer Lopez featuring Pitbull - Dance Again: The very first time I played this it 
packed the floor. And again the album version stands on its own. It’s a very beautiful 
song with an uplifting feel. I haven’t come across any good mixes. I play the regular 
video version. On a bad note...Once again we are forced to listen to Pitbull rambling 
some stupid gibberish that adds nothing to the song. She doesn’t need his crap for 
this to be a hit. Just a video note: Lionel Ritchie did the whole dancing on the walls 30 
years ago with Dancing On the Ceiling. And a P.S. to Madonna, too. She did the same 
thing with Girls Gone Wild. 

Sean Ensign - Boyfriend: Oh, no. I’m going to be in hot water for this one. Kareko 
want-a-be Sean (From Cleveland) puts out another one. Long, drawn-out vocals about 
breaking up...again. I can just see some nasty e-mails from the Cleveland crowd. Sorry, 
but I’m just not a fan.

That’s it for now. I’ll be back in June with some pride-worthy hits. Still waiting for the 
new pride song of the year to crank out during the pride parade. 

Check me out at MissHillDJ.com or find me on Facebook under DJ-Douglas Hill. If 
you like or hate what I review about I really don’t care (just kidding) but feel free to 
e-mail me at hill@misshilldj.com or message me on facebook at DJ-Douglas Hill.  I 
welcome both good and hateful replies. And do let me know about any local independ-
ent music. I’m always open to new stuff.
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Out!Trip
Damron LGBT Travel Guides
with the 2012

LGBT resorts, bars, cafes,
 nightclubs, restaurants & more,

across the US, Canada,
 Europe & beyond.

Plus cruises & tours, circuit
 parties, leather events,

 pride celebrations, LGB pride celebrations, LGBT film
 fests, eco-adventures & more!

call for a free catalog

or visit us online
800/462-6654

damron.com
download Gay Scout and Gurl Scout

free at iTunes!

Sponsored by: Ann Roberts & John Smith Along 
With These Fine Folk:
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Marketplace with over 60 vendors! 
Free All-Day Live Entertainment! 
Drag Performances Hosted by Vicci Laine! 

Adult & Children’s Games & Activities! 
Free Admission & Family-Friendly! 



Food For 
Thought

Gossip 
Cats

By Gossipcats Britain & Sydney By Ted Fleischaker / Word Publisher
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A few years ago, Indianapolis’ MCL Cafeterias changed their name just a bit — to MCL 
Restaurant & Bakery, quietly dropping the dreaded word “Cafeteria”. Why? Well, we’re 
sure part of it was to tell what they really are a bit better, because they are restaurants 
and they do have some awesome rolls, breads, cakes and pies. But my guess as a reviewer 
and follower of food for ages was also to see if they could draw in a bit younger demo-
graphic to what is one of the area’s best eateries. And the mere use of the word “cafete-
ria” is a deal-breaker for the younger set these days. Sadly, on all our recent visits, our 
20-year-old partner has been one of — if not the — youngest person in the dining room. 
This is to me quite sad as the food quality, price points and the rest are all excellent. 

Addressing just price points. A meal recently at Culver’s, one of the younger set’s darlings, 
was within a couple bucks for three of the same $40 we spent at MCL and the food was 
far, far inferior at Culver’s plus the combination of throw-away “plates” and plastic really 
didn’t give me the same feeling I get when I dine at MCL on real china, with real silver-
ware and on a real (not plastic) seat. Of course I am 62 this month and my other partner 
is 41, so maybe that’s the difference. Or maybe we just know and like good, plain food 
and enjoy eating it at a place which knows how to serve it. 

At any rate, MCL does have, as do all cafeterias, a reputation for being a restaurant for 
the “older set” and we are still unsure why. Growing up at Louisville’s Blue Boar my dad 
always said, “You can see what you are getting” and as I said on our most recent visit, 
the service is smiling, quick and while not “fast food” it is a healthy alternative in a world 
filled with sandwiches, subs and the seemingly endless strings of Mickey D’s and Burger 
Doodles.

So what did we have? Well some things from my childhood and some more “modern” 
dishes. I did the fish almondine which was delicious, as were the stewed tomatoes and 
the real mashed potatoes with beef gravy. The taste of childhood was front and centre. 
The custard pie I chose for dessert was rather lifeless, but other visits have brought big-
ger smiles to my face in the dessert department, so I’m writing this off to poor choice, not 
bad baking.

Ivan did the stuffed chicken breast which delighted him as “this stuffing has real celery 
in it and is delicious!” while Anthony did the Chicken Teriyaki which he said was good in 
flavour but overcooked and “hard.” Maybe there is something to be said for using imme-
diate grill to plate methods, but cafeterias do love their steam tables. Anthony, however, 
said his hard chicken was more than made up for by a wonderful — and so huge he took 
half home — portion of fresh strawberry shortcake. Amazing how some things are old 
fashioned and others never go out of style isn’t it? We used to get the shortcake when I’d 
go to Louisville’s 4th Street Blue Boar after we took Grandpa Dave to his doctor in the 
now-vanished Commonwealth Building. And that was in the 1950s!

MCL does offer some tray help and a friendly (albeit too chatty) waitress came by a few 
times to see if we wanted dishes cleared or more drinks. The problem was I did ask for 
more tea, but she got so wrapped up chatting she left and forgot it, only to return after a 
few minutes and have a light bulb go on when she saw my empty glass and said, “Oh yes! 
I forgot your tea!”

To be totally honest the latest visit — on a Sunday about 1 p.m. — was one I engineered 
to see how busy MCL was with the “after church” crowd and what they offered for what 
to many is their main meal of the day. I’d say they handled it all brilliantly. Despite the 
party room being in use and the dining room almost full, waiting time in line was under 
10 minutes, things were all restocked and fresh and staff was wearing big smiles at the lo-
cation we visited this time at 3630 South East Street. We have been to the Carmel, north 
side and Terre Haute locations in the past and found them — as the case here — always 
fairly priced, always delicious and places we want to return. Maybe it’s our age.

We also visited MCL for this review recently because we were saddened to hear that Pic-
cadilly Cafeterias recently closed their last location in Louisville — a city which when 
growing up was filled with Blue Boars and Hasenour’s Cafeterias as well as 2nd Street’s 
Miller’s. Piccadilly was the last remnant but it closed, just as it did in Ocala, Florida 
last year. That’s where I was a daily luncher when I graduated college and took my first 
fulltime job in the early 70s. Back then it was Morrison’s, but they merged in the mid-90s, 
just as Blue Boars sold out or closed, as did Indianapolis’ Laughner’s.

So maybe cafeterias aren’t what they once were, though maybe it’s our our age, but we 
don’t understand why the kids avoid ‘em like the plague. They sure beat the burger-in-a-
bag places we have visited and many higher priced spots as well. Just please, don’t tell 
Anthony I said that because 20-year-olds really find cafeterias uncool — even if they do 
eat every bite of their strawberry shortcake!

Happy May everyone...the month when usually we see the Spring in full bloom but 
we had that in March this year so we shall just have to say happy birthday in May to 
owner Ted who buys the cat food around here and also to share that the gossip chan-
nels have been busy. Speaking of gossip, Ted’s sister sent this along to we pussies and 
while we don’t know if it’s true or not, it makes as much sense as anything else around 
here: “Early politicians required feedback from the public to determine what the people 
considered important. Since there were no telephones, TVs or radios, the politicians sent 
their assistants to local taverns, pubs, and bars. They were told to ‘Go sip some ale and 
listen to people’s conversations and political concerns.’ Many assistants were dispatched 
at different times. ‘You go sip here’ and ‘You go sip there.’ The two words ‘go sip’ were 
eventually combined when referring to the local opinion and, thus we have the term 
‘gossip.’” True or not, it is a good tale...OK so what is the go sip news here? Well, first 
congrats to a bunch of our friends... To columnist Matt for his recent move-in with 
boyfriend Kiel. We have yet to meet the guy and aren’t even sure if he pronounces it 
“Key-Uhl” or “KI-Uhl” or how. We are sure Matt and he will grace our doorstep soon 
and we will get to meet what must be a great guy ‘cause Matt ain’t no slouch!... Belated 
happy birthday to Downtown Olly’s co-owner Dean Coleman. We don’t know what 
his real age is but he’s mature enough to settle down and that means, guys, he is still one 
of the town’s and state’s most eligible bachelors. You can find him most mornings early 
at Olly’s, so drop by for a $1.99 breakfast, too... Congrats also to good friend Keith 
Runyon of Louisville on his retirement. We have an editorial about Keith elsewhere in 
this paper since he and our food-buyer Ted have been best friends almost a half century, 
but we do wish him all the best in his retirement... Speaking of retiring, it was great 
to see this column’s friend Lisa Terry un-retired from HIV/AIDS work as she has 
landed as the new grand pooh-ba at the AIDS Task Force in Fort Wayne. Those 
with long memories will remember her as the development director of the Damien 
Centre in Indianapolis. We are so excited to be working with her once again! Be sure to 
say hi if you make it to the Fort Wayne AIDS Walk in May... And speaking of working, 
sounds like a certain Western Indiana couple whose break-up after 14 (or is it 18?) 
years was big news here last month are working it out and staying together. We do 
wish couples would spend a bit more time getting things on the same page before they 
go public with their stresses and strains, but what can we say? Ted and Ivan surely spent 
a lot of time when they first started out whining and crying and some days they still 

do!... Speaking of Ted and Ivan they 
are happy to have Anthony back from 
the wilds of Arkansas where he was 
stranded for two weeks after he and 
his friend Ashley went to visit her fam-
ily and her car had a very unceremoni-
ous death in the wilds. As of presstime 
the car is still stranded in Yellville, Ar-
kansas, but Ted & Ivan left we pussies for 
two days and drove down and brought 
them back and at the same time spent a 
wonderful time, too, in Eureka Springs. 
There’s a story in this issue we are told 
about this very gay town. By the way, for 
those who check in using Foursquare, if 
you find yourself driving along U.S. 62 
just west of Yellville, Arkansas for some 
odd reason, look for “Anthony & Ashley’s 
Stranded Location” as it’s now a check-in 
point. Anthony’s the mayor (of course!)... 
Speaking of that area, we had to laugh 
as the next town down the road from 
Yellville (that name itself worthy of a 
grin) is Flippin which left us giggling 
and wondering if they have a high 
school with cheers to “go Flippin.” To 
quote the meaning of Flippin from the 

Urban Dictionary it’s, “A less severe version of the word ‘fucking’ as in ‘That guy is such 
a flippin jackass!’ and as an adverb, “extremely, really, exceptionally, excessively, truly. A 
synonym for the word would be freaking or frekin’ as in ‘Hey dude, that trick was flippin 
awesome’ or ‘Your life is flippin sweet!’”  What can we say but we hear the trio had a 
Flippin fun experience, except for Anthony who was stranded, but we already said that 
didn’t we? See you Flippin next month for all the pride gossip!
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